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September 11, 1986 

11673-001 

Mr. Rob Lowry 
Director, Planning Branch 
Ministry of Government Services 
Ferguson Block, Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 

Dear Mr. Lowry: 

Re: Lakeshore Planning Study 

With this letter we are pleased to submit the Final Report 
completing our work on the Lakeshore Planning Study. This 
report documents the findings of our work, and presents 
some proposed concepts for reuse of the hospital property. 

As you know, the study took place over an eight-month 
period and represents a significant amount of original 
research. The resulting reuse concepts reflect an 
assessment of the heritage significance of the property, 
the concerns of the community and the role of the Province 
and the City of Etobicoke. 

The process followed to conduct this study involved a 
considerable amount of public participation. In addition 
to the regular meetings held with the Lakeshore Planning 
study Steering Committee, the consultants interviewed over 
50 groups and individuals with a vested interested in the 
site. These contacts have been delineated in the 
appendices to this report. The public consultation 
process was continued through two public information 
meetings and four interactive workshops. We feel that 
this process has helped gain the trust of the public which 
will facilitate acceptance and implementation of your 
chosen strategy. 
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Before presenting the report, we would like to highlight 
the contents of its various chapters. 

• Chapter One: Principles of Site Use. Through our 
background work in Phases 1 and 2, and through our 
interaction with the public and the Steering 
Committee, a number of principles or guidelines 
were identified to help shape the proposed reuse 
concepts. These principles considered the existing 
uses and condition of the Lakeshore Hospital 
property as well as the criteria guiding the reuse 
strategy. 

• Chapter Two: Future Use Concepts. This chapter 
highlights the alternative reuse concepts resulting 
from the background research and the opportunities 
and constraints provided by the site. The chapter 
begins by describing a long list of proposals to be 
refined using the decision criteria identified as 
part of the strategy and concludes by proposing 
eight viable reuse concepts. The design and 
financial ramifications of each concept are also 
discussed. 

• Chapter Three: Implementation Strategy. To 
facilitate the reuse of the Lakeshore Hospital 
property, an implementation strategy was devised. 
This chapter delineates some short term steps which 
can be taken to assist in the planning and 
execution of any future activities. The 
implementation strategy also recommends some 
general guidelines to facilitate the planning and 
execution of the chosen reuse strategy. 

In addition to these three chapters an extensive set of 
appendices have been included with this document. They 
outline the background of the report, the public 
consultation process, the financial considerations of eac h 
concept, as well as a series of propose d development 
guidelines. 

The final report is not intended to be a summary of all 
the work done over the eight-month period but a working 
guide for consideration by the Province in its developme nt 
of a reuse strategy for the Hospital property. The 
docume ntation for Phase 1 and 2 provide the ma rke t 
rationale, the results of the investigation of the 
integrity of the buildings and terrain, and some ear l y 
conclusions about the prope rty. 
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An executive summary has been prepared to highlight the 
key findings of this report, which can be made available 
for general distribution. 

In conclusion, we would like to stress the importance of 
the continuation of the process developed during this 
study; a process which highlights collaborative 
involvement by the City and the Province, and interaction 
with the residents of the Lakeshore area. 

We feel confident that the concepts outlined in this 
report are practical, implementable and sensitive to the 
interested parties. 

It has been a pleasure to have been of service to the 
Ministry of Government Services and the City of Etobicoke, 
and to have had the opportunity to work on such an 
interesting and challenging study. 

Respectfully submitted, 

--'Lk.r 

Peter Barnard Associates 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital site is one of the 
few remaining, publicly-owned, undeveloped waterfront 
properties in Metropolitan Toronto. The property is 63.5 
acres in area and contains 26 buildings, many of which 
have been identified as having heritage significance. 
Since the closure of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital 
in 1979, the buildings and grounds have been used for 
many purposes: out-patient services, alcoholic treatment 
centre, film production, training grounds for Metro 
Toronto's "SWAT" team. Over the years residents of the 
Lakeshore area have used the hospital site informally as 
a park. All these considerations combine to make this a 
very valuable parcel of land to the Province of Ontario, 
the City of Etobicoke and the Lakeshore area residents. 

This study was commissioned by the Ministry of 
Government Services in conjunction with the City of 
Etobicoke. The property and buildings· are owned by the 
Province of Ontario, and managed by the Ministry of 
G~vernment Services ·on behalf of the Province. The 
consulting firms of Peter Barnard Associates, management 
consultants, and A. J. Diamond Planners Ltd., architects 
and urban planners, were hired to develop a land reuse 
strategy which would reflect market conditions, the 
site's physical and historic attributes and the 
objectives of interested parties. This study represents 
a major step toward deciding the future of the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital land and buildings. 

GOALS OF 
THE STUDY 

The process for evaluating future use options for the 
Hospital property has been based on four key goals. 

1. Determine Amount of Land to be Transferred to 
MTRCA. The Metro Toronto Regional Conservation 
Authority (MTRCA) has identified the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital site as part of its 5-Year 
Acquisition Plan. Originally the acquisition was 
to involve the entire Lakeshore site, but it was 
decided that this allotment should be reassessed 
to determine the most appropriate amount of land 
to be transferred. 

• 
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2. Assess the Existing Attributes of the Site. A 
second goal of the study was to understand the 
opportunities and constraints of the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital site in order to assess the 
optimum future use. Therefore an analysis of the 
existing buildings and of the physical terrain was 
conducted. A technical evaluation was made of the 
structural integrity and heritage value of the 
buildings. 

Similarly, to understand the opportunities and 
constraints posed by the terrain, environmental 
engineers analyzed the physical attributes of the 
grounds, including the type of soil, the site 
drainage, and the depth of the water table on the 
Hospital property. This was an essential part of 
the study as these grounds had previously been 
classified as hazard land. 

3. Understand the Various Interest Groups. A key 
factor in the study was input from the community 
to understand the viewpoints of the many -interest 
groups. This understanding was assisted by the 
scheduling of public meetings and workshops, as 

. well as the receipt of written submissions from 
individuals and organizations. 

4. Identify Viable Reuse Concepts. From the 
understanding of the attributes of the property 
and the viewpoints of the various interest groups, 
the consultants developed decision criteria to 
assist in the assessment of the opportunities and 
constraints facing the future of this property. 
This resulted in the identification of a long list 
of reuse ideas, which were screened and 
categorized into concepts. 

OPPORTUNITIES 
AND CONSTRAINTS 

An assessment of the opportunities and constraints 
facing the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital property was 
part of the basis for the development of future reuse 
strategies for this site. In undertaking this analysis 
it was necessary to assess both the macro and micro 
influences on the property. The macro aspects of the 
analysis included an assessment of the location of the 
site within Metro Toronto and a market synopsis. The 

• • 
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microanalysis highlighted the evaluation of the buildings 
and terrain, the heritage assessment of the property, the 
existing uses of the site, and the concerns of various 
interested parties. 

The study assessed both the attributes of the 
property and the concerns of the people interested in the 
property. Key conclusions include: 

• Evaluation of buildings and terrain was positive. 
For buildings that have been around since the turn 
of the century, they are in remarkably good 
condition. There has been some deterioration but 
as yet not enough to affect the renovation 
potential of the buildings. Depending on the new 
use, it is likely that renovation would not be 
significantly more expensive than rebuilding. 

An analysis of the terrain showed a high water 
table, poor drainage at times, but the land should 
not restrict development on the site. 

• Heritage assessment recommended some buildings be 
retained. As a major input to this study, a 
heritage analysis was undertaken by the Ministry 
of Citizenship and Culture. The results of this 
study indicated that the concept of the "farm 
hospital" was revolutionary for the time and worth 
preserving. The individual buildings were of 
lesser significance than the groupings of 
buildings. However, it did recommend that the 
quadrangle of residences and the administrative 
building, the Cumberland House, the Gatehouse, and 
the pavilion be identified as heritage properties. 

• Existing users on site may constrain future 
development. The site is currently used by 
ex-psychiatric patients, a number of other social 
services, and film production companies. The 
psychiatric outpatient services and social 
services seem to be well suited to the property 
having achieved community acceptance. This type of 
service has been on the hospital property since 
its inception at the turn of the century. 

The Jean Tweed Centre has made a substantial 
financial investment in upgrading the Cumberland 
House and currently has a lease from the Ministry 
of Government Services. 

• • • 
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This site also offers resources unique in Ontario 
appropriate for use by the film community. The 
film companies currently on this site and the 
Ontario Film Development Corporation are very 
concerned about maintaining accessibility to the 
site for future film use. 

These existing users are not necessarily 
compatible with some future users of the 
property. Therefore, reuse concepts must be 
compatible with these users or consider moving 
them to alternative locations. 

• Interested parties' concerns must be considered 
for ultimate acceptance of reuse strategies. 
There are a number of groups who have a vested 
interest in this site. 

- The Province of Ontario 
- The City of Etobicoke 
- MTRCA 
- The existing users 
- The Lakeshore residents 
- The Lakeshore merchants. 

The Province is looking to identify the most 
beneficial uses for the property both in terms of 
economic growth in the province and a financial 
return from the property. The City is interested 
in serving the residents and in revitalizing the 
Lakeshore area. MTRCA would like to keep a 
substantial portion of the property as parkland. 

The existing users in most cases would prefer to 
stay on the property. The local residents want 
access to the site, many would like to see housing 
developed here as well as parkland. The task of 
this study was to integrate all these concerns as 
well as the opportunities and constraints into a 
number of future use strategies which would be of 
most benefit to all involved. 

KEY 
CONCLUSIONS 

Several viable reuse concepts resulted from this 
eight month study. In total, eight alternative concepts 
were developed as potential future uses for this site. 

I 
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Concept 1 - Status Quo Concept. This concept 
involves leaving the property essentially static. 
The buildings housing existing services would require 

• I / 

some weatherproofing to protect them from future 
deterioration. The heating system currently in use 
would need to be replaced with something more cost 
efficient. Apart from these capital expenses, the 
property would remain much as it is now. It is 
assumed that no land would be transferred to MTRCA 
under this scenario. 

Concept 2 - High Density Residential Concept. In 
concepts 2 through 7, it is assumed that 
institutional uses will stay on the site and be 
housed in a new building in the northeast corner of 
the property. It is also assumed that 24.6 acres of 
the site would be transferred to MTRCA for their 
parkland acquisition program. (See Exhibit 1) 
r 

In concept 2, seven storey apartment complexes would 
be developed along the west and northerly boundaries 
of the property allowing for 648 new residential 
units. The quadrangle of buildings, including the 
former patient cottages and administrative building, 
would be renovated into 171 apartment units. A grand 
total of 819 units. 

Concept 3 - Medium Density Residential Concept. 
Similar to the previous concept, this reuse strategy 
involves developing a number of parcels of land into 
residential accommodation. In this scenario, 
however, the residential accommodation takes the form 
of both townhouses (67 units) and apartment units 
(459 units). A grand total of 526 units. (See 
Exhibit 1) 

Concept 4 - Low Density Residential Concept. The low 
density concept restricts all new building 
development to three storey townhouses (121 units), 
except the historic quadrangle of buildings, which is 
renovated into 171 apartment units. A grand total of 
292 units. (See Exhibit 2) 

Concept 5 - Major Film Uses and Residential Concept. 
In this scenario the entire quadrangle of historical 
buildings is dedicated to film use. These uses would 
include post-production facilities, dressing rooms, 
office space and three major sound stages to be 
constructed in the centre of the quadrangle. The 
remainder of the site would be developed into 
residential dwellings including 67 townhouses and 288 
apartment units. A grand total of 355 units. (See 
Exhibit 2) 
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Concept 6 - Minor Film Uses and Residential Concept. 
Similar to the previous concept, half of the 
quadrangle in this scenario would be developed for 
film uses. The remainder of the quadrangle would be 
turned into a seniors' residence. As above, the 
remaining developable land would be a mixture of 
townhouses and apartments (355 units). (See Exhibit 
3) 

Concept 7 - Minor Film Uses Plus Conference Centre 
and Residential Concept. Similar to the scenario in 
Concept 6, half of the quadrangle would be used for 
film and the remainder of the quadrangle would be 
developed as a conference centre, and residential 
development. 

Concept 8 - Transfer All Land Except Historic 
Quadrangle to MTRCA Concept. This concept would 
involve upgrading the quadrangle and keeping the 
existing services currently on site. It also would 
allow for the continuation of film production on the 
property. The remainder of the site would be 
transferred to MTRCA for their use as parkland in 
their acquisition program. 

Mixed Use Reflects Goals 

Resulting from the analysis of the opportunities and 
constraints, a mixed use strategy responds best to the 
initial goals. To honour the agreement with the MTRCA 
and to respond to the communities' strong concern, a 
portion of the site should be maintained as parkland. 

Another component of this mixed use strategy should 
be to allow the existing institutional users to remain on 
the site. Previous attempts to relocate these outpatient 
services elsewhere in- the community met with strong 
opposition. However, the community seems satisfied with 
the existing arrangement of offering these services from 
the Lakeshore Hospital. As long as these conditions 
continue, this is probably the best location for these 
users. Any final decision~ on the future of these 
provincial programs and their locations will be the 
responsibility of their parent ministries. 
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Heritage Significance Should Be Recognized in Future Uses 

The ~adrangle of cottages and administrative 
buildings should be retained and renovated into new 
uses. In addition, the Cumberland House, which has been 
used as the Jean Tweed Centre for the last few years, 
should also be maintained. Any future developments on 
the hospital grounds should incorporate the heritage 
value of the property and the historical significance of 
this former "hospital-farming community". (See Exhibit 3) 

IMPLEMENTING 
FUTURE USES 

Regardless of the ultimate future use selected, 
certain short term steps and general guidelines will 
facilitate the planning and execution of this 
implementation phase. 

A Number of Short Term Steps Will Advance Implementation 
Program 

These steps address issues important to the 
interested parties which have surfaced during the study. 
In recognizing these issues as part of the due process of 
implementation, we feel that acceptance of the reuse 
strategy decision will be facilitated. Seven short term 
measures are recommended. 

1. Communicate findings to public. Present a precis 
of the report at a public meeting to inform the 
public of potential opportunities and solicit 
comments. 

2. Decide on MTRCA parkland allotment. Respond to 
the Metro Toronto Regional Conservation 
Authority's request and decide what the extent of 
the Ministry of Government Services' contribution 
of land will be. 

3. Decide on most appropriate future use strategy. 
Prior to assessing the most appropriate strategy, 
a decision as to whether to continue to offer 
psychiatric services on the Hospital site must be 
made. This being resolved, the most compatible 
and appropriate r~use strategy can then be chosen. 

• • 
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4. Protect buildings. Steps should be taken to 
secure the facilities and to encourage increased 
police patrol as a means of discouraging vandalism 
on the property. 

5. Map out timing and phasing. After resolving the 
issues of whether to allow existing users to 
remain on the site and whether to mothball 
specific buildings, a preferred phasing for the 
development of future uses should be considered. 

6. Review and revise official plan. Based on the 
future use strategy decision, applications for 
appropriate rezoning should be made to the 
Municipal authorities. 

7. Issue proposal call. To identify serious 
developer interest for the preferred concepts, a 
proposal call should be issued. 

Some General Guidelines Will Promote Future Use Strategy 

The local residents and neighbouring landowners can 
enhance the development of future activities on the 
hospital property if they are involved in the 
implementation process. 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital site is a valuable 
parcel of land to the residents in the Lakeshore area as 
it has the potential for increasing prestige and quality 
of life in South Etobicoke. It is important therefore, 
to keep the residents informed of the status and 
direction of future activities on the property. 

An opportunity to further involve Lakeshore residents 
in the future of the site can be optimized by inviting 
interested parties to submit proposals for undertaking 
some of the future uses. 

The neighbouring landowners, Metro Public Works and 
Humber College, who own the properties to the west of 
Kipling Avenue have important roles to play in attaining 
a compatible and high quality level of future 
development. Public enjoyment and the quality of 
development will be enhanced by cooperation and 
collaboration among the principal landowners. 
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1. PRINCIPLES OF SITE USE 

The 63.5 acre Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital site was 
used as a hospital for the mentally ill from 1890 until 
1979 when the decision was made to close the facility. 
Since the closure of the in-patient facility, many people 
have proposed ideas and reuse plans for this property. 
To date, the property has remained unchanged. The 
buildings and the park-like setting are used by out 
patient clinics, other community and social service 
groups and various film production companies. The 
Metropolitan Toronto Regional Conservation Authority is 
in the midst of constructing a 70.4 acre marina and 
waterfront park at the southern edge of the property 
which will influence how people use the area (see Exhibit 
1. 1) . 

The Government of Ontario owns the property and 
buildings which it operates through its Ministry of 
Government Services. The City of Etobicoke has also 
taken an active interest in the future of the site as it 
is of great value to the community. Together, the 
Province and the City sponsored a study and hired the 
consulting firms of Peter Barnard Associates and A.J. 
Diamond Planners Ltd. to undertake a market and planning 
analysis of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital property 
and to propose future uses, as appropriate, for 
consideration by the Government of Ontario. The property 
has also been identified by the Metro Toronto Region 
Conservation Authority (MTRCA) as a potential acquisition 
for their parkland program. 

In conducting this study, the consultants actively 
solicited the views of community groups and residents, 
analyzed the existing uses and the potential uses for the 
property, market demand for the reuse concepts, the 
integrity of the buildings and the historical 
significance of the property. This final report 
identifies the long list of possible uses, the decision 
criteria used to refine this list, the short list of 
proposed future use concepts, their physical design and 
associated costs, and some recommendations as to 
appropriate steps for implementing the future use 
strategy. 
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EXHIBIT 1.2 ·--------------------
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EXISTING USES 
AND CONDITIONS 

The reuse concepts for the hospital property are 
shaped by the fact that the property is not a vacant 
piece of land but has a history, buildings and several 
tenants. The property also has some development on it of 
historical significance. The heritage aspect of the 
property comprises two significant factors, the design 
and character of the buildings and their natural 
setting. These and other factors have to be taken into 
consideration when planning for the future use of the 
site and its buildings. 

Large, Attractive Property 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital property located 
along Lakeshore Boulevard in the City of Etobicoke, 
(between 13th Street and 23rd Street), covers 63.5 acres 
or 26 hectares (see Exhibit 1.2). The property includes 
26 buildings, the majority of which date back to the turn 
of the century. Since the closing of the Hospital in 
1979, the buildings have been slowly moth-balled. Today, 
only eight are in active use. 

The property was originally developed as a "Model 
Farm" in 1887 and 1891 with the buildings designed by 
Kivas Tully, the provincial Chief Architect. The 
objectives were to relieve severe overcrowding in the 
Queen Street Toronto Asylum, and to produce a more 
humane, family-like institution with cottages and 
auxiliary buildings grouped around an administrative 
centre, the whole complex set in a landscaped "farm" 
setting which allowed the patients to work outdoors on 
the land. Through the years, additional buildings were 
constructed and alterations made to the original 
buildings. 

The buildings are primarily red brick, two and three 
storeys in height with the original group forming a 
courtyard, open at one end, which comprises the central 
Administration building and ten cottages; five for men, 
five for women. All are linked by an enclosed tunn~l 
which is 2/3 below grade with windows and an attractive 
barrel vaulted ceiling, above which is a paved open air 
walkway. 
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EXHIBIT 1.3 
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The extensive grounds were landscaped and maintained 
by the patients during the entire period of operation of 
the hospital. A lakefront pavilion and gazebo were set 
among carefully designed pathways, flower gardens and 
avenues of trees. A formal circular roadway which forms 
a forecourt to the main building grouping is a prominent 
landscape feature, as is the heavily treed swale which 
cuts diagonally through the site. 

Portion of Buildings Still in Use 

Only a quarter of the buildings are currently in use, 
but those in use offer a wide variety of services (see 
Exhibit 1.3). Although the tradition of psychiatric care 
is still being carried on at Lakeshore, health services 
now share the site with film crews, police SWAT teams and 
local residents. 

• Psychiatric and related health services represent 
the largest portion of the daily users of the 
property. These services have been available on 
the site since the hospital closed and include 
social andJpsychological rehabilitation programs 
offered by the Ministry of Health and the Ministry 
of Community and Social Services. 

The Out-patient and Community Clinic, operated as 
part of the Queen Street Mental Health Centre, 
provides services to over 500 patients suffering 
from psychological difficulties and psychiatric 
illnesses. Operating out of the same building is 
an Occupation Therapy and Day Treatment 
Programme. This service offered by the Ministry 
of Health is the only one of its kind in the 
Etobicoke area. Also under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Health are two out-patient programmes 
responding to specific needs of residents of 
Etobicoke and environs. 

-
-

Industrial Therapy and Vocational 
Rehabilitation program. 

PACE West; a psychogeriatric clinic. 

The VALTA Day Program, is operated by the Ministry 
of Community and Social Services as part of the 
Thistletown Regional Centre. This program 
provides treatment, counselling and skills 
development to hard-to-service youths and their 
families. 
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Jean Tweed Centre is a facility unique in Ontario, 
providing a specialized program to rehabilitate 
alcoholic women. This program occupies two 
buildings, Cottage 2 where daily classes and 
workshops are held, and the Cumberland House which 
serves as a residence for program participants. 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital Association of 
Volunteers, a group of community residents who 
offer services to ex-psychiatric patients use 
Moorhouse as their headquarters. They have used 
the property for 25 years and operate a canteen, a 
clothing room and several social and recreational 
programs. 

• Film companies make use of the property because of 
its many desirable features: interesting 
buildings, water frontage, wide open spaces, and 
accessibility at no cost. Interestingly, even 
when the hospital was in active use, it was also 
used by film companies. 

This industry is of great economic significance to 
the Province, accounting for $91 million in direct 
and indirect expenditures in 1985. According to 
statistics produced by the Ontario Film 
Development Corporation, over 40% of this amount 
is directly attributable to productions filmed on 
the Lakeshore property making this use of the site 
potentially beneficial to the local community. 
Film crews typically spend substantial amounts of 
money on food, hardware supplies, and various and 
other sundries in the communities where 
productions take place. 

Since 1984, over 20 movies have been produced here 
and two film companies are on the site full time. 
An average of 6 to 8 film companies a year use the 
property for location shooting, a number of which 
actually locate on the property for the duration 
of the production. Such productions as "Strange 
Brew" and "Police Academy" contain scenery 
familiar to most Lakeshore residents. In addition 
to these "one-off" productions, "Night Heat" 
produced by RSL/Alliance and "The Edison Twins" 
produced by Nelvana Films have made the property 
their home base. 

Numerous advertising-related productions, as well 
as television and film school production groups 
also make occasional use of the site. 
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Local Community Has Always Used Property 

Even prior to the Hospital closing a much larger, 
less visible group, the residents of the surrounding 
community has also actively used the property. By their 
own assertions, the property has been invaluable to them 
as parkland, for as long as many of them can remember. 

A number of other community groups and residents have 
expressed interest in the future use of the property and 
feel their interests would benefit the entire community. 
Land use suggestions from community members and 
organizations include the development of the following 
facilities on the property: 

• Centre for the Performing Arts; 

• Museum; 

• Library to serve Mimico and New Toronto; 

• Recreation centre; 

• Greenhouse; 

• Community centre. 

The Assembly Hall, the Gatehouse and the Nurses' 
Residence are buildings on the prope~ty which may be 
appropriate for housing some of these uses. 

Buildings Need Attention But Can Be Salvaged 

The buildings are deteriorating. Many of the 
peripheral buildings have been vandalized and some of the 
buildings in occasional or temporary use have been left 
in less than good condition. These structures, in an 
area with a high water table, are suffering from lack of . 
waterproofing. Walls and foundations are beginning to 
show deterioration and roofs need reinforcing against 
future snowfalls. 

• Cottages in active use require upgrading, as 
indicated by existing users. Many of the 
bathrooms are in disrepair and the walls after 
seven years of minimal attention, are in need of 
fresh plaster and paint. 
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• Heating system should be replaced as the current 
system is incapable of heating the buildings 
individually, forcing total annual utility costs 
to exceed $150,000 which are abnormally high based 
on the existing uses. 

Despite these problems, the buildings can be 
salvaged. Their basic structures are sound, with the 
masonry in good condition and the foundations still 
showing no visible signs of settling. The Cumberland 
House is an excellent example of the renovation potential 
of these old buildings. This residence was built in 1885 
and was renovated in 1984-1985 for $400,000. It is now 
an admired residence for the alcoholic women's 
rehabilitation program. 

REUSE STRATEGY 
FOR HOSPITAL PROPERTY 

The Ministry of Government Services (MGS) is anxious 
to develop a future use strategy for the Hospital 
property for several reasons: its new mandate to manage 
and rationalize ~he Province's real estate portfolio; the 
need to reduce the unusually high operating cost$ for 
Lakeshore; and the need to resolve a previous agreement 
with MTRCA involving parkland acquisition. There is a 
strong desire by the community, the City and the MTRCA to 
develop a reuse strategy for the property. 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital land is a valuable 
piece of property, substantially unused since 1979. The 
upkeep of the property to provide services for the few 
facilities still operating there costs the Province of 
Ontario approximately $500,000 annually. These are 
strictly maintenance costs, and do not include any 
improvements or capital investment in the property. 

The Metro Toronto Regional Conservation Authority has 
identified the entire Lakeshore Hospital property as part 
of its five year acquisition plan. The proposal has been 
approved by Metro and MGS is now assessing the most 
appropriate use for the property. 

Criteria Provide Guidelines For Assessing Future Uses 

Through conversations with officials from MGS and the 
City of Etobicoke and interviews with over twenty citizen 
groups, a list of seven decision criteria was developed 
to help assess the feasibility of the many potential 
concepts. 
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• Maintain portion of site for parkland 

• Allow institutional users to stay 

• Reflect community interest 

• Respect heritage significance of property 

• Market conditions shape future use concepts 

• Consider financial returns 

• Phase future development. 

1. Portion of the site to remain as parkland. The 
first factor which has to be considered in 
devising any future use concept is that a portion 
of the land has to remain as park. This is 
essential not only to respond to the request from 
MTRCA but to reflect the community's strong 
concern. 

2. Institutional uses should stay on property. The 
existing users of the property should be allowed 
to stay on the property. Previous attempts to 
relocate out-patient services elsewhere met with 
strong community opposition. The majority of the 
community appears to be happy to have these health 
care facilities on the property and the operators 
of the institutional programs prefer to stay where 
they are. As long as these three conditions 
continue, this is an ideal location. 

3. Community interests must be reflected in proposed 
concepts. Discussions with community groups have 
brought to light many concerns about the future of 
the property. These range from keeping the area 
accessible to the public, to controlling the form 
of future development. The local residents have 
had informal access to the property in recent 
years. For this reason it is a point of great 
concern to the community that this land still be 
accessible to them as parkland. 

A number of groups have expressed an interest in 
taking over certain of the historical buildings 
and dedicating these to community services. The 
Long Branch Historical Society, for example, is 
interested in the Gatehouse. They would like to 
see this building turned into a museum f _or 
Lakeshore artifacts and a community centre where 
local interest groups could hold meetings. 
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At public meetings and at an all day workshop, 
there was voiced concern that any new development 
proposed for the site take into consideration the 
context of the surrounding neighbourhood. Future 
use concepts should be compatible with the needs 
of the Lakeshore residents. 

4. Heritage significance of property must be 
respected. As part of the input to the reuse 
planning study, the Ministry of Citizenship and 
Culture commissioned a heritage study of the 
property. 

The study traces the history of the property back 
to its origins as farmland, originally surveyed 
for settlement in 1783 with a farm house and 
buildings possibly constructed as early as 1804. 

The Mimico Asylum was the first hospital in 
Ontario to espouse a new approach to care of the 
insane, rejecting the large single institutional 
building for a grouping of buildings of a more 
domestic scale, set in landscaped grounds which 
could be farmed by the patients. The earliest 
buildings date from 1890, but some of .their 
original detailing has been removed. 

The Ontario Heritage Properties Program study 
(presented in Appendix G), concluded that while 
many of the buildings are of individual historic 
and architectural interest, their primary heritage 
value lies in the major central grouping of 
buildings as an integrated complex. The grounds 
are also identified as an historic landscape 
resource whose main elements should be preserved 
and maintained. 

Any future use concepts should incorporate the 
heritage buildings and grounds and further 
development should be shaped by what already 
exists. New development on the property should be 
consistent with the scale and form of the existing 
buildings. 

5. Future use concepts must reflect market 
conditions. All proposed concepts must be 
achievable. This means recognizing that allowing 
existing uses to stay on the site may restrict 
other potential development. The relevant market 
forecast period for this purpose is the next 5-10 
years. Beyond this period the value and 
credibility of market forecasts and feasibility 
analyses become highly questionable and subject to 
wide variation. 
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6. Financial returns must be considered. The 
financial feasibility of the future uses of the 
property are important to the Ministry and to the 
City. The Ministry should consider all returns 
recognizing that existing annual maintenance costs 
exceed $500,000. It must also realize that 
leaving the site in its current state also has a 
cost, not only for maintaining the property but 
also for securing some of the buildings which are 
deteriorating. 

Ideally, all future uses would generate revenues 
for the Province and the City. It is recognized, 
however, the institutional uses, if they remain on 
the property, will not. However, it is important 
to understand that supplying institutional 
services has a cost associated wherever · the 
facilities are located and the programs offered at 
the Lakeshore Hospital are unique in Etobicoke and 
seem to be well utilized. 

7. Development must be phased. Regardless of the 
ultimate uses of the property, the future uses 
must take place in a logical sequence addressing 
the need to prepare the property for its 
anticipated uses. The first step is to make the 
decision as to the amount of parkland to be 
transferred to MTRCA. This will define the amount 
of property left for other uses. 

Next, the existing users must be secured on the 
site, either in the existing buildings which will 
need upgrading, or in a new facility. Due to the 
rapid degeneration of the buildings, the third 
step would be to decide the means by which the 
buildings will be preserved. Will they be 
restored for new uses or stabilized and held for 
future use? 

These criteria have been used to assess the 
appropriateness of a long list of future use options for 
the property. The results of this assessment are 
presented in the following chapter. 
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2. FUTURE USE CONCEPTS 

An extensive list of reuse opportunities was 
generated from a variety of sources: 

• The recommendations offered by the community 

• An understanding of the history of the property 

• An analysis of the market forces 

• An appreciation of the needs of the local 
residents 

• A recognition of the interests of the City and the 
Province. 

The seven decision criteria previously established 
were then tested against each concept and the list was 
shortened to eight feasible concepts. A financial pro 
forma was generated for each of these eight concepts and 
the financial viability determined. 

SITE OPPORTUNITIES 
AND CONSTRAINTS 

The future use of the property must be guided by the 
physical characteristics of the site and the adjacent 
properties and uses. 

Environs Comprise A Variety Of Characteristics 

The property fronts on Lakeshore Boulevard, a wide 
commercial street with low scale, small retail businesses 
lacking in economic vitality and an attractive 
environment. The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital is the 
only major green space along Lakeshore Boulevard for some 
distance. 

To the east of the property is a stable, moderate 
income neighbourhood of single family dwellings with 
scattered medium rise apartment development. The rear 
gardens of the homes on 13th Street back directly onto 
the Lakeshore property. 
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To the west of the property, the lands are owned by 
Humber College, and contain the College buildings and a 
senior citizens' residence presently under construction, 
and extensive open space extending to the Lake Ontario 
shoreline. Kipling Avenue is proposed to be extended 
south into the site as a four lane road which will 
provide a major new point of public interest. 

To the south the former lakefront is being 
extensively filled by the MTRCA to create a major active 
recreation space, Col. Sam Smith Park. The Kipling 
extension will provide public access to this park and 
surface parking will be accommodated to the west on the 
Humber College lands. 

Physical Characteristics Of Property Represent 
Opportunities And Constraints 

Within the site the present access road is marked by 
the small red brick Gatehouse and provides a winding two 
lane drive, heavily treed, extending around the major 
quadrangle of buildings and allowing access to surface 
parking within the courtyard. The road defines a formal 
circular planting bed in front of the main entrance to 
the Administration Building, and a larger circular drive 
down to the original lakefront. 

The terrain is flat, low lying and poorly drained 
with considerable ponding of water occurring at various 
times of the year. A natural drainage swale runs south 
through the site to approximately a mid-point. The swale 
is heavily treed, wet in the spring, and is the most 
prominent natural feature on the site. Generally the 
property is well treed with mature trees creating an 
avenue of foliage along the access road, and more 
informal groupings and stands of trees along the original 
lakefront and in the area between Lakeshore Boulevard and 
the major quadrangle of buildings (see Exhibit 2.1). 

LONG LIST 
OF PROPOSALS 

The long list of concepts covered a broad range of 
uses, excluding industrial opportunities. Many 
institutional uses were suggested, residential options 
were identified through market analysis, arts, cultural 
and recreational uses were popular themes, and various 
forms of commercial development were considered. 
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Many Institutional Opportunities 

As a first step, we analyzed the existing uses on the 
site. Historically, each has proven its suitability to 
the property by already residing there. However, this 
does not always mean that each is compatible with other 
uses. 

• Health related. There are currently six health 
related users on the property. 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Outpatient clinic 

Occupational and Vocational Therapy 

PACE West (psychogeriatric day program) 

Industrial Therapy (sheltered workshops) 

Jean Tweed Centre 

VALTA Day Program. 

Several other institutional uses could be introduced 
to the property and would be compatible with existing 
services. A labour training centre might be developed to 
utilize similar facilities as the sheltered workshops. 
The property would be an appropriate site for a seniors' 
residence, nursing home or retirement home. Aside from a 
proposed Home for the Aged to be built on the adjoining 
Humber College property, there are currently no such 
facilities in the Lakeshore area where the population 
comprises an increasing number of older residents. 

• Educational. Two school uses would be well suited 
to the Lakeshore property: 

-

-

A film school would fulfill a market gap as 
well as reinforcing the existing film uses on 
the site. 

Expanding Humber College, would use many of the 
existing buildings, renovated for residences or 
special programs. 
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Demand For Residential Uses 

With an almost zero vacancy rate in Metropolitan 
Toronto, there is clearly a need for housing. Any 
proposed housing developments for the property should 
address the needs of the neighbouring communities. 

• Aging population 

• Affordable rental accommodation 

• Compatible with units in the Lakeshore area. 

A senior's residence would provide services for the 
aging population in the Lakeshore area as well as address 
the zero vacancy problem. 

Any residential development should conform to strict 
guidelines which protect the visual integrity of the 
property which is medium density and low rise. It is 
also important that at least some of the housing 
developed be rental to respond to the vacancy rate 
problem. Subsidized housing would fulfill a market need, 
however, some residents and community associations seem 
strongly opposed to assisted housing of any kind. 

Arts And Cultural Opportunities Exist 

A wide variety of arts and cultural opportunities 
were suggested, ranging from concepts using the 
waterfront to facilities using the existing buildings. 
The proposals utilizing the buildings for cultural 
facilities included: 

• Library 

• Children's Museum 

• Lakeshore Museum 

• Theatre Centre 

• Film Production Centre 

• Film Sound Stage. 

The idea that an aquarium would fit in with the 
waterfront ambience of the property was suggested by one 
member of the community. 
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EXHIBIT 2.2 
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Recreation Is A Natural Choice For Property 

In every reuse proposal there is an allotment for 
public parkland. This is a desirable use for the 
property for several reasons; its waterfront vista, the 
open green space and its history as a parkland. Several 
other proposals could be incorporated into parkland: 

• Botanical Gardens 

• Boardwalks 

• Bicycle paths. 

A sailing school would make use of the waterfront 
location as well as providing a chance for hands-on 
experience for the students of one of Humber College's 
programs. A possible location for such a facility has 
been identified on the MTRCA master plan for the Colonel 
Sam Smith Park, previously illustrated in Exhibit 1.1. 

Many Commercial Uses Would Be Suitable For Property 

Commercial development proposals range from office 
space to a conference centre. The campus nature of the 
property and the manner in which the physical terrain 
seems to naturally separate it from the neighbouring 
community makes it an attractive spot for a 
hotel/conference centre. Also, and for these same 
reasons, a prestige research park could be located here. 

The physical layout of the property and its strategic 
location in the Mimico/New Toronto/Long Branch location 
{close to Hwy. 427 and QEW) makes the site logistically 
attractive for public or private sector office 
development (see Exhibit 2.2). Unfortunately market 
analysis shows little market demand in the foreseeable 
future for office development at this location. 

Analysis Of Potential Development Parcels 

The property has been analyzed into land parcels 
according to their most appropriate use. 

• The historic buildings to be renovated for present 
day or new uses 

• Land to be permanently set aside for open space 
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• Parcels considered appropriate for sympathetic new 
development. 

The eight alternative development concepts are all 
based on .these parcels, which are illustrated in Exhibit 
2.3. 

Parcel B contains the major grouping of historic 
buildings which should be substantially retained, and 
renovated. 

Parcels A, C, D, and E are suitable in the short term 
for new development of appropriate scale and use to the 
existing historic buildings. 

Parcel Fis unlikely to be developable in the near 
future due to lack of market demand. It should be held 
for longer term redevelopment of a type and scale which 
will enhance the retail commercial character of Lakeshore 
Boulevard. 

The remaining lands, approximately 25 acres, should 
be maintained as public parkland to preserve the heritage 
characteristics of the landscape. 

EIGHT FUTURE 
USE CONCEPTS 

The over twenty proposals in the long list were 
analyzed, using the seven decision criteria previously 
established. Many ideas were eliminated for a variety of 
reasons: 

• No market/no funding available 

• Did not recognize the heritage significance of the 
property 

• Community needs were not substantially met. 

The eight concepts which remained were incorporated 
into future land use concepts and costed to assess their 
financial viability. Conceptual development plans were 
drawn to ensure their practicality and compatibility on 
the site. 
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EXHIBIT 2.3 
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Six Parcels Of Land Available For Development 

The property has been divided into six developable 
parcels of land. The unspecified portion of land, which 
represents 25 acres may be considered for transfer to 
MTRCA for parkland. 

The six parcels are outlined alphabetically on 
Exhibit 2.3. 

Parcel A 

Parcel B 

Parcel c 

Parcel D 

Parcel E 

Parcel F 

- is the parcel of land west of Kipling 
Avenue and south of the Humber College 
property, and it represents 3.6 acres 
of prime waterfront property 

- contains the quadrangle of historical 
buildings in the middle of the 
property and comprises 12.1 acres 

- is 3.1 acres in size and borders 
Kipling, the Lakeshore Boulevard 
frontage and Parcels Band D 

- is adjacent to Parcel c and comprises 
1.4 acres 

- is located at the northeast side of 
the property, east of the swale and 
abutting the properties on the eastern 
boundary of the site; this parcel is 
7.9 acres in size 

- is a 2.7 acres piece of land, and runs 
the entire width of the property from 
13th to 23rd Street from Lakeshore 
Boulevard to Parcels C, D and E. 

Eight Alternative Concepts Met Criteria 

The eight concepts, selected in accordance with the 
decision criteria, included residential, film, 
hotel/conference centre, institutional and parkland. In 
addition, a "status quo" concept which projected the 
costs of continuing the current uses on the property and 
protecting them through some minimal upgrading was 
considered. The eight alternative future use concepts 
include parkland and institutional. 
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EXHIBIT 2.4 

COMPARISON OF FINANCIAL WORTH/COST TO 
MGS OF ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS 

ConceRt* 

1. Status quo, minimum upgrading 

2. High density residential 

3. - Medium density residential 

4. Low density residential 

5. Residential and major film 

6. Residential, minor film and 
institutional residential 

7. Maximum parkland, 
institutional in quadrangle 

Operating 
Cost 

$2,800,390 

1,003,645 

1,003,645 

1,003,645 

1,003,645 

• 
1,003,645 

1,759,016 

Source: Peter Barnard Associates, 1986. 

5-Year Total 
Capital 

Cost 

$1,291,950 

5,400,000 

5,400,000 

5,400,000 

5,400,000 

5,400,000 

2,244,800 

Present 
Value 

($3,277,483) 

61,100 

(645,368) 

(1,153,296) 

(1,682,198) 

(1,163,783) 

(1,089,579) 

*All concepts assume retention of out-patient services and other existing 
social services on property. 
All proformas exclude credits for transfer of land to MTRCA. 



1. Status quo 

2. High density residential plus institutional 

3. Medium density residential plus institutional 

4. Low density residential plus institutional 

5. Mixed use: residential, films, and institutional 

6. Mixed use: residential, film, seniors' housing, 
and institutional 

7. Mixed use: residential, film and hotel/conference 
centre and institutional 

a. Institutional. 

In all concepts it has been assumed that the 
institutional users will stay on the property. In six of 
the eight concepts a new building will be required and is 
located in Parcel E. This building will be approximately 
60,000 square feet in size and will cost MGS an estimated 
$5 million to develop. 

It is assumed in all concepts that the developable 
parcels will be sold not leased. A sale proposition is 
more attractive to the private sector, and would be 
subject to specific development obligations (i.e., public 
access, maintenance, etc.). The detailed financial pro 
formas for each concept are included in Appendix E. 

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS 
ON CONCEPTS 

The detailed analysis of the eight concepts has led 
to two interesting observations: 

1. Cost of status quo exceeds cost of proceeding with 
future use concepts 

The Ministry of Government Services (MGS) will incur 
a significant net cost if it chooses to maintain the 
property and buildings in their status quo condition. As 
indicated on Exhibit 2.4, MGS stands to lose just over 
$3.2 million (present value) over the five-year period, 
with no prospect of reducing this liability in future 
years. In comparison, the alternatives -for building new 
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on-site health/treatment-related facilities, 
rehabilitating the historic buildings and introducing new 
uses to the property could produce a small profit for MGS 
(Concept #2), or a five-year net cost of no greater than 
$1.7 million (Concept #5). 

2. Future use concepts have benefits other than 
financial 

Beyond the purely financial considerations, the 
decision to proceed with any of alternative Concepts 2-6 
would also generate significant social, economic and 
community development benefits. The introduction of 
quality residential projects and the enhancement of the 
property _will lend needed prestige to the local area. 
The prospect of offering the film industry a home on the 
property will create jobs and economic spin-offs which 
will benefit Etobicoke, Metro Toronto and the Provincial 
economy. Similarly, the introduction of future hotel, 
conference and senior citizen's care facilities can be 
designed to maintain public access to the property, while 
maximizing its value. 

Each Concept Has Its own Merit 

#1. Status quo scenario has significant costs attached 

In analyzing the cost of undertaking any of the other 
future use concepts, it is necessary to understand that 
"doing nothing", or keeping the property as it is 
currently has costs associated with it. These are more 
significant than the current annual maintenance costs 
because the heritage buildings will require 
weatherproofing to protect them against further 
deterioration. 

In the status quo scenario, the property generates no 
revenues (see Appendix E). No credits are received from 
MTRCA, because no land is transferred to them. The film 
companies are allowed to continue to use the site for 
free, as are the social service agencies. 

In addition, other capital expenses are incurred in 
the status quo concept. The cottages housing ~he 
institutional users must be upgraded as well as 
weatherproofed. The heating system must be replaced with 
a system which will allow individual buildings to be 
he~ted as needed. This represents over $1 million in 
capital expenditures over the next five years. 
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As for the operating expenses, MGS will be 
responsible for the entire property and must bear the 
financial burden for its maintenance. In alternative 
concepts these costs are reduced when MTRCA assumes a 
portion of the maintenance of the site. 

The status quo scenario will cost the Ministry of 
Government Services approximately $4 million over the 
next five years ($3.2 million in present value). 

#2. All parcels developed into apartments with high 
density residential (Exhibit 2.5) 

Parcels A, C and D will contain seven storey 
apartment complexes with a total of 648 units. It is 
assumed that each of these units can be sold for 
approximately $115,000 (see Appendix D). Parcel B will 
also be developed into apartments but the existing 
buildings will be restored and converted into 171 units. 
These apartments are expected to have a market value of 
$138,000/unit (see Appendix E). 

It will be necessary for MGS to assume the cost of 
demolishing the Trades and Services Buildings ($250,000) 
to make Parcel B more attractive as a sale proposition to 
potential developers. 

#3. Medium density residential blends townhouses with 
apartments 

Exhibit 2.6 illustrates the third future use concept 
which involves developing Parcels C and Das townhouses 
and Parcels A and Bas apartments. Parcel A would 
contain 2 seven storey buildings with a total of '288 
apartment units, selling for $115,000 each. Parcel B 
would be restored to contain 171 units, selling for 
$138,000 each. Parcels C and D would be developed 
together into townhouses which would be expected to sell 
for approximately $165,000/unit (see Appendix E). 

It is assumed that revenue can be generated from the 
film users who previously have not paid for the privilege 
of using the property. Modest calculations of 
$0.50/square foot per year for full-time users and $1,000 
flat fee for "one-off" production users would generate an 
additional $22,000 in revenues over two years. 
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EXHIBIT 2.7 
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The operating costs to MGS are dramatically reduced 
due to the transferring of the parkland and the eventual 
selling of all the other parcels of land. 

#4. Low density residential includes townhouse 
development except in Parcel B (Exhibit 2.7) 

The results of the public meetings clearly indicate 
that low density, low rise, good quality housing is what 
the community would prefer to see on the Lakeshore 
Hospital property. 

All new buildings would be restricted to 3 storeys. 
With Parcels A, C and Dall developed as townhouses, 
there would be a total of 121 units. Parcel B would be 
renovated into 171 apartment units (see Exhibit 2.8 for 
floor plans). 

As with the three previous development concepts, 25 
acres of parkland would be created. 

#5. Mixed . use; film, residential and institutional has 
non-residential uses in Parcel B 

Concept #5 expands the uses on the property to 
include ·film activity in development Parcel B. Parcel A 
would be developed into 2 seven storey apartment 
buildings {a total of 288 units). Parcels C and D would 
be developed into 67 townhouses. The entire quadrangle 
would be renovated into facilities to service the film 
industry (see Exhibit 2.9): 

• 2 cottages would be reserved for film sets, e.g., 
Night Heat 

• 1 cottage would be developed as a film school 

• Remainder of the cottages would be renovated into 
post production facilities, offices, screening 
rooms and dressing rooms 

• Interior of the quad would house three 100' x 150' 
sound stages. 
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This concept has received substantial developer 
interest and costs MGS no more than most other 
scenarios. However, it does not generate a profit (see 
Appendix E). 

#6. An alternative mixed use concept has seniors' housing 
and film uses co-existing 

Concept #6 differs slightly from Concept #5 (see 
Exhibit 2.10). This scenario has Parcel B developed for 
both film use and seniors' residences. The sound stage 
in the interior of the quadrangle has been omitted but 
the north half of the cottages would still be restored 
for film use. There would be space for a film school and 
for post production and screening facilities. 

The southern part of the quadrangle, Cottages A to E, 
would be developed as a seniors' residence, a retirement 
home or a nursing home. Assuming that a developer of a 
seniors' residence would be willing to pay the same 
amount for the land as a developer of any other type of 
residential housing, the loss to MGS from this scenario 
is two-thirds of Concept #5 (see Appendix E). 

#7. Concept blends film use with a conference centre and 
residential 

There is no illustration for this alternative. In 
plan it is substantially similar to Concept #6. In 
addition, there is no proforma for the concept, as there 
was no developer interest and estimated costs and land 
values could not be calculated. Although the property 
appears ideal for a conference centre, the market demand 
for such a facility at this location currently does not 
exist. However, at the point when this parcel is ready 
to be developed, market conditions may have changed and 
this concept could be re-examined in more depth. 

The physical layout of Concept #7 is again similar to 
the previous one (#6). However, the section of buildings 
in the southern half of the quadrangle (including the 
administration buildings) would be developed here as a 
conference centre/spa. The cottages with their adjoining 
tunnels would lend themselves nicely to this type of 
development. 
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#8. All land and buildings excluding quadrangle of 
cottages transferred to MTRCA 

This concept investigates the possibility of 
transferring most of the property to MTRCA. It is 
assumed that MGS will maintain the quadrangle of cottages 
to continue to provide a facility for the existing health 
services. These buildings would need some preventative 
maintenance to protect them and make them habitable. 
These are costs that MGS would have to assume. However, 
with this scenario, MGS would still be free to rent space 
to film production companies, thereby, generating some 
revenue to cover its costs. 

The maintenance costs would be reduced and it would 
not be necessary for MGS to undertake the $5 million 
institutional building nor the demolition of the Services 
and Trades Buildings. This economically is not the best 
land use strategy for MGS, or Etobicoke and it does not 
respond to the housing needs in the area. 

OTHER 
FUTURE USES 

In addition to the eight concepts presented, there 
are three other possibilities worthy of consideration: 

• The Lakeshore Boulevard frontage 

• The foot of the future Kipling Avenue extension 

• Future use of outlying buildings. 

The Lakeshore frontage and foot of Kipling occupy 
strategic sites on the property which may attract 
significant private sector interest in the future. Of 
the 15 buildings outside of the historically significant 
quadrangle, six could be of interest to local community 
groups for reuse. Regardless of the future use concepts 
to be implemented, specific design principles have been 
prepared to guide activity on the property. 

Lakeshore Frontage Has Future Value 

The deep lots fronting Lakeshore Boulevard present a 
future opportunity for low rise commercial buildings, 
when the market support warrants. Approximately 3.0 
acres of frontage could be used for this purpose. 
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Foot Of Kipling Presents Waterfront Condo Opportunity 

Located at the southern end of the Kipling Avenue 
extension, this property could provide an exciting 
location for construction of a waterfront condominium 
apartment building. This would necessitate the removal 
of the Power House in order to free up this 0.5 acre site 
for future land uses. 

Several Heritage Buildings Can Be Offered To Community 

The eight concepts have not outlined future uses for 
the other heritage buildings on the property: 

• Cumberland House 

• Gatehouse 

• Nurses' Residence 

• Assembly Hall 

• Greenhouse 

• Lakehouse. 

The Cumberland House should be maintained as the home 
of the Jean Tweed Centre who have already done so much to 
improve it. They should renegotiate the terms and 
conditions of their lease with MTRCA when and if the 
parkland is transferred. 

Many of these buildings are over 100 years old and 
are of some historic value as part of the property (see 
Exhibit 2.11). As many community groups have expressed 
interest in these properties, they should have the 
opportunity to buy them and/or maintain them if they 
wish. It is not advisable for either MGS or the City of 
Etobicoke to assume the maintenance of these buildings as 
they are not likely to be financially self-sufficient in 
any of the uses suggested by community members without 
significant community input. This can best be achieved 
by leaving the destiny of these buildings in the hands of 
the community. 
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Design Guidelines Recommended To Steer Future Uses 

Detailed design guidelines which will be used to 
shape the future development of the site, are provided in 
detail in Appendix F, and summarized here. 

• Two overall design principles shape future 
development. Certain of the design guidelines are 
site specific, but two of the principles apply to 
all future uses of the hospital property. 

1. Access, circulation and parking will affect the 
visual impact of the site. The Kipling Avenue 
Extension will become the major gateway and 
access to the Lakeshore property and to Col. 
Sam Smith Park. It will be developed as a 
landscaped boulevard, with buildings of 
consistent scale lining its northerly 
sections. The present access road will provide 
separate access to the institutional 
development in Parcel E and to Cumberland 
House. The internal ring road should be 
maintained in its present alignment and 
upgraded as required to municipal standards. 

Parking for all new residential development 
should be below grade with limited surface 
parking for visitors. Where parking is at 
grade it should be well landscaped and 
buffered. 

2. Open space and pedestrian networks should be 
enhanced. The portions of the site east of the 
Kipling Avenue Extension and south of Parcel B, 
and the swale should be preserved as public 
open space. The historic landscape elements 
including mature trees, lawns, pathways, flower 
beds and shrubbery, the pavilion and the gazebo 
(restored and re-built) should be preserved. 
The development of recreational parkland should 
be in keeping with the historic landscape and 
should be subject to the approval of the City 
of Etobicoke. 

A public pedestrian route should be provided 
from Lakeshore Road through the swale to the 
southerly public parklands. 
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• Four site specific recommendations will guide 
future development. The site specific guidelines 
aim to ensure that future development or 
alteration of the hospital property will be 
consistent and compatible. Although the site will 
ultimately contain a number of uses it is 
desirable to visually present the property as a 
cohesive unit. 

1. New residential development should be 
compatible with existing buildings. New 
residential buildings should be restricted to a 
maximum height of seven stories. These 
structures should be faced with brick or a 
combination of brick and stone in a colour 
range similar to that found in the existing 
historic buildings. 

2. Existing historic buildings should be carefully 
renovated. All existing buildings dating from 
before 1900 in parcel B should be retained. 
The City of Etobicoke should designate these 
buildings under Part V of the Ontario Heritage 
Act and should obtain a heritage conservation 
easement over specific building and landscape 
elements identified as worthy of preservation. 

Renovations to existing historic buildings 
should, where feasible, replace original 
woodwork, porches and detail~ng, and retain the 
existing pattern of window openings and 
detailing. Selective demolition of the 1930's 
additions to the Cottages and minor new 
additions to the existing buildings should be 
permitted. 

3. New institutional buildings should blend in. 
New institutional buildings in the north east 
section of the property (Parcel E) should be 
set back a minimum of 15 metres from adjoining 
residential property boundaries. The maximum 
permitted height of buildings in the parcel 
should be restricted to 10 metres. 

4. Lakeshore Boulevard frontage is a future 
opportunity. The Lakeshore Boulevard frontage 
should be held in reserve for future retail and 
commercial development. At such time as the 
market justifies development of this frontage, 
appropriate design guidelines should be 
recommended by the City of Etobicoke for these 
parcels. 
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Exhibit 2.12 summarizes how the guidelines affect the 
property. 

In the following chapter, an implementation program 
is presented for consideration by the Ministry of 
Government Services. 
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3. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

The future of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital site 
is important to the residents of south Etobicoke, 
Metropolitan Toronto, and the government of the Province 
of Ontario. The 63.5 acre property is one of the few 
remaining publicly owned waterfront properties in 
Metropolitan Toronto which has not been significantly 
redeveloped since the beginning of the century. The 
potential exists to enhance public enjoyment and access 
to the property, while sensitively adding new development 
on the site, reintroducing people to the existing vacant 
buildings and, perhaps most importantly, providing an 
economic stimulus for the upgrading of the Lakeshore area 
as viable residential and commercial neighbourhoods. 

The process leading to the preparation of this report 
has emphasized public input and concern for social and 
economic issues. To ensure successful implementation of 
any of the proposed concepts, continued attention to the 
public participation process and to the recognition of 
market and financial feasibility is necessary. A 
seven-step plan is proposed to assist implementation of 
any future uses for the site in the short-term. In 
addition, three implementation guidelines are recommended 
to assist in the planning and execution of any future 
activities regarding the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital 
property. 

SEVEN SHORT-TERM 
MEASURES REQUIRED 

A number of steps should be addressed in order to 
advance the implementation program for the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital site. These steps are meant to be 
sequential and should be examined as soon as possible. 

Step 1: Communicate Findings To Public 

Following release of this report, steps should be 
taken to communicate the findings of the report to the 
public at large. A precis of the report should be 
presented to the public at a location in south Etobicoke, 
and questions answered regarding the future use 
opportunities and feasibility of specific projects. The 
purpose of this meeting is not to request public 
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endorsement of the program, but rather to inform the 
public about the potential opportunities for the property 
and request their comments. 

Step 2: Decide On MTRCA Parkland Allotment 

Prior to making a commitment to any single future use 
strategy the Ministry should resolve its outstanding 
obligation to respond to the Metropolitan Toronto 
Regional Conservation Authority's request for the 
Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital property. The MTRCA is 
interested in adding the hospital's land base to their 
Colonel Sam Smith Park waterfront development. The 
Ministry must decide on the extent to which it will 
contribute lands to the MTRCA and under what conditions. 
The future use of the parkland should be compatible with 
the selected concepts and developed in close consultation 
with the City of Etobicoke. 

Step 3: Decide On Most Appropriate Future· Use Strategy 

Second only to the unresolved parkland issue, is the 
issue of continuing to provide services to the • 
psychiatric out-patients presently on the property. It 
has been recognized in this study, that the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital property has provided an extremely 
valuable and unequalled service to out-patients and 
developmentally handicapped persons. If these services 
are to be continued, the Provincial government will have 
to either upgrade the deteriorating existing facilities, 
or to consider relocating the existing and perhaps 
expanded services to a new building on the property. 

It has been recognized throughout this study, that 
the existence of psychiatric out-patients using the 
buildings in Parcel B poses a constraint to attracting 
private sector interests in investing in other future use 
concepts. As a means of resolving this perceived 
conflict, we have proposed the relocation of social and 
psychiatric services into modern facilities to be 
constructed at the northeastern corner of the property 
close to Lakeshore Boulevard and transit services. 

Following resolution of the future status and 
location of the social services issue, the Ministry 
should select from among the eight future use concepts, 
one or two which are of particular merit for 
implementation purposes. 
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Step 4: Protect Buildings Against Vandalism 

The existing low level of on-site services and 
security, combined with the discontinued use of many of 
the buildings has contributed to an increasing level of 
vandalism against the buildings on the Hospital 
property. Steps should be taken to secure the facilities 
and to encourage increased police patrols as a means of 
discouraging vandalism on the site. 

Step 5: Map out Timing And Phasing 

The issue of how long the existing users can remain 
in their current premises, and whether it is necessary to 
moth-ball any of the existing buildings in anticipation 
of their future reuse requires resolution. Steps can 
then be taken to consider the preferred phasing of 
development for the future use plan. The parcel 
containing the quadrangle of cottages is the most 
significant piece of property from a heritage 
perspective. Recognizing this, Parcel B should be 
addressed first as it will set the tone for the 
development of the other parcels of land . 

• 

Step 6: Review And Revise Official Plan 

The existing 63.5 acre property has a special site 
policy attached to it which sets out development 
guidelines, but does not change the institutional 
designation. It is, therefore, vitally important that 
steps be taken to apply for appropriate rezonings and 
approval from City authorities, for any preferred future 
development. 

Step 7: Issue Proposal Call 

The next step is to issue a proposal to identify 
serious developer interest for the preferred concepts. 
Sufficient time should be allowed for response to the 
proposal call. 
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IMPLEMENTATION 
GUIDELINES 

Keep The Public Apprised 

The future reuse of the Lakeshore Psychiatric 
Hospital site presents enormous potential for increasing 
the prestige and quality of life in south Etobicoke. As 
a result it is important that the community be kept 
informed of the status and direction of future activities 
on this valuable property. 

Encourage Local Response In Public Tender Process 

The concepts proposed for future use of the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital site are of interest to local 
Etobicoke investors and organizations. Efforts should be 
made to invite people and organizations who have 
indicated interest during the study to consider 
submitting their proposals for undertaking some of the 
future use concept plans. The local response to these 
tender calls would be evaluated on the same basis as 
tenders received from other constituencies in other 
municipalities. 

Work In Conjunction With Neighbouring Landowners 

The south side of Lakeshore Boulevard to the east and 
west of Kipling Avenue presents a vast, untapped and 
promising development area. The future extension of 
Kipling Avenue south of the Lakeshore to the waterfront 
will offer a new opportunity for building along a major 
right-of-way and enhancing public access to the water's 
edge. The Metro Public Works Department (filtration 
works), Humber College and the Ministry of Government 
Services all have important roles to play in 
accommodating a compatible and high quality level of 
future development. Humber College has already expressed 
an interest in expanding its south Etobicoke campus, with 
particular regard to consolidating its satellite campus 
buildings on the Hospital property and improving its 
recreational facilities. 
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Parking for the Colonel Sam Smith Park, any future 
Metro Parks recreational facilities, and the users of 
future projects on the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital 
site, will best be provided for through joint parking 
facilities, where appropriate. The Lakeshore Psychiatric 
Hospital site cannot be planned in a vacuum. Public 
enjoyment and the quality of the future development will 
be enhanced by cooperation and collaboration among the 
principal landowners. 
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BACKGROUND REPORTS 

The findings reached in this final report are a 
result of much analysis which had taken place and been 
recorded in previous reports. The following is a list of 
the precursor reports and the information included 
therein. 

Phase One Report: Developing Alternatives 

• Study Overview 

• Background Review of Property 

• Market Synopsis 

• Preliminary Strategies 

Phase One Report: Appendices 

• Photographs of Buildings 

• Building Plans 

• Structural Integrity Analysis 

• Construction Type Drawings 

• Building Investigation Report 

• Film Activities on the Property 

• Physical Terrain Map 

Phase Two Report: Progress Report 

• Recommendations for Existing Buildings 

• Future Use Options 

• Site Development Options 

• Provisions of Parkland and MTRCA 

*The Ontario Heritage Properties Program Study undertaken 
by the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture contributed 
significant background information for this final 
report. 
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PUBLIC MEETINGS 

The public participation process was an integral part 
of the Lakeshore Planning Study. The process started 
with the consultants interviewing over 20 community 
groups and went on to develop open channels of 
communication with the whole community. This was 
achieved through: 

• 2 Public Meetings 

• 4 Public Workshops. 

Public Meeting - March 19, 1986 

On Wednesday March 19, 1986, the first public meeting 
was held. over 300 community members met with the 
consulting team at Lakeshore Collegiate Institute, to 
learn the background and objectives of the study and to 
voice some of their concerns. Participants were informed 
that this was the first of three opportunities· they would 
have to work with the consultants to come up with future 

' . . . use strategies for the Lakeshore Hospital site . 
• 

Four Public Workshops Took Place April 26, 1986 

The consultants and the community met again on 
Saturday April 26, this time at the Hospital site. Over 
200 people toured the property and participated in 
workshops. 

In the workshops, discussions focussed on: 

• The value of the site for public park use 

• The significance of the existing buildings 

• The density and scale of any new construction 

• The most appropriate future uses for the site. 

The Final Meeting with the Consultants was June 23, 1986 

The residents of the Lakeshore community gathered at 
Lakeshore Collegiate on June 23rd to meet with the 
consultants once again before the study was completed. 
More than 300 people were in attendance. The consultants 
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informed the community of where they were in the study 
process, what was left to be done and what their findings 
were to date. They also summarized for the residents the 
information which came out of the public workshops, which 
consisted primarily of the following points: 

PARKLAND 

Parkland 

• Expand park area ·beyond minimum•• pre•anced 
• Park i• the ait••• greate•t ••••t 
• Oeaignat• entire properey •• parkland 
• Conaider keeping land eaat of the awal• a• parkland 
• Recreational uae• •hould be opan_ to ev•ryone. 

Park Accessible to Community 

• Park ahauld have many entrance• 
• 0Yerc0111• public'• fear of treapasaing 
• Include ccu.,,,unity park u••• 
• Don't block off Lakeahor• Boulevard access. 

'r'he Swale 

• Preserve the swale 
• Sav• the tr••• 
• Keep dev•lopment away from the swale. 

P~ssivc Parkland 

• Active park u••• ■hould go on Metro land• 
• Put paaaive u■e• on Lakeahore site and active on fftimber 

and filtration plant 
• Keep development informal, i.e., no bleechera, no formal 

parJc 
• Keep green -apace, develop picnic areaa, strolling path• 
• Put ball diamond• OD we■t aid• of Kipling. 
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• 

BUILDINGS 

Control t'avelopment Form and Density 

• Low/medium density residential 
• Three to four stories . 
• Not too many buildings on Lakeahore Boulevard 
• Do~•t develop the aouthweat aide of Kipling 
• Coordinate development with H11mb•r College • 

• 

Reuse Existing Buildinas 

• Retain the old cottages around the quad 
• Prese%Ve the pavillion and Lakehouse 
• Historical Society should get Gatehouse. 

USES 

Existing Users Should Stay on Site 

• Allow for reuse of buildings by institutional users 
• Parcel eaat of awale for institutional use 
• Health care is a· good uae for the site 
• Should keep all u••• now on the site 
• Expand existing inatitutional to include: 

- Chronic care 
- Palliative care 
- Nursing home 
- Convalescent home 
- Hoapice 
- Ex-psychiatric patient housing. 

Mixed Use Concept is a Good Idea 

• Mix more non-residential uses into all concepts 
• Mixed use is preferable 
• Let residential concepts generate revenue for community 

facilities . 

Allow Film Use with Some Restrictions 

• More stringent controls for film uses on the site 
• Need revenue from film users 
• They should increase their maintenance of the site. 

Conference Centre Could be a Good Idea 

• Blends with lakefront development . -
• Conference centre but not at the expense of institutional 
• Conference centre is good as long as public has access to 

sit•. 
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Allow Film Use with Some Restrictions 

• More stringent controls for film uses on the site 
• Need revenue from film users 
• They should increase their maintenance of the site. 

Conference Centre Could be a Good Idea 

• Blends with lakefront development . -
• Conference centre but not at the expense of institutional 
• Conference centre is good as long as public has access to 

site. 

A Number of Other Uses Suggested at Workshops 

• Community youth centre in Assembly Hall 
• Library 
• Consolidated health care facility 
• Seniors' housing 
• Photography studio 
• Research and development cen~re 
• Aquarium 
• Assembly building good for meeting rooms, and theatre 
• Garden plots in Greenhouse could be rented to residents. 
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APPENDIX C 

PEOPLE CONTACTED AND SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED 

• People Contacted by the Consultants 
• Groups Who have Made Submissions 

• 
• 



PEOPLE CONTACTED BY THE CONSUL~ANTS 

Community Groups 

Ms. Chris Maciver, Arts Etobicoke 
Mrs. Norma Carrier, Etobicoke Historical Board 
Dr. Marvin MacLean, EMHSA (Etobicoke Mental Health Services 
Agencies) 
Mrs. Ruth Grier, MPP 
Mr. Michael Spence, Etobicoke Municipal Arts Commission 
Mr. Bill Goursky, Etobicoke Social Development Council 
Mr. Joseph Leonard, LAMP (Lakeshore Area Multi-Services 
Project) 
Mr. Ralph Holstein, LAMP (Lakeshore Area Multi-Services 
Project) 
Ms. Sharon Layme, Long Branch Historical Society 
Mr. Peter Ramos, New Toronto Businessmen's Association 
Ms. Irene Jones, Storefront Humber 
Mrs. Flora Voisey, Lakefront OWners' Association 
Mr. Bill Whelton, Lakeshore Ratepayers• Association 
Mr. Robert Prevedelo, Long Branch Businessmen's Association 
Mr. K. Platsis, Mimico Businessmen's Association 

Parks 

Mr. Jack McFadden, MTRCA 
Mr.-Dick Hunter, MTRCA 
Mr. Craig Mather, MTRCA 
Mr. Frank Kershaw, Metro Toronto Parks 
Mr. Al Higgs, City of Etobicoke, Department of Parks and 
Recreation 

Institutional Uses 

Mr. Barry Gutteridge, Ministry of Community and Social 
Services 
Ms. Hillary Brosnan, Jean Tweed Centre 
Dr. Zora Tretina, Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital Outpatients 
Program 
Ms. Nancy Hall, Etobicoke Public Libraries 
Dr. R. Gordon, H11mber College 
Ms. Giah Eisenstein, Ministry of Health, Mental Health 
Planning Branch 
Ms. Jane Taylor, Queen Street Mental Hospital 
Ms. Debra Mauro, Ministry of Health, Mental Health 
Operations Branch 
Ms. M.J. Brant, Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, Museum 
Development 

Film 

Mr. Wayne Clarkson, Ontario Film Development Corporation 
Mr. Naish McHugh, Toronto Film Liaison Office 
Mr. Louis Silverstein, Silverstein, Fisher, Kugelmass & 
Selznick 
Ms. Mickie Currie, Yorktown Productions Ltd. 
Mr. Gord Brodie, Magder Studios 
Mr. Peter Lucas, Showline Limited 
Ms. Rutta Danaitis, Department of Communications, Special 
Advisor, Arts & Culture C.l 



senior Citizen Residence 

Mr. McCabe, Extendicare 
Mr. H. Grad, Leisure World 
Mr. Warnke, Central Park Lodge 

Hotel/Conference Centre 

Mr. George Zaritsky, Commonwealth Holiday Inns 
Mr. Simon Cooper, Delta Hotels 
Mr. Don Trudel, CN Hotels 
Mr. Gary Goodings, Canadian Pacific Hotels 
Mr. Philippe Gadbors, Hilton Canada 
Mr. Louis Silverstein, The Racquet Sports Group of Canada 
Ltd. 

Residential 

Mr. Scott McKenzie, Coldwell Banker 
Mr. Nick Munaretto, Toronto Real Estate Board 
Mr. Ed Sajecki, City of Etobicoke Planning Department 
Mr. Norm Gallagher, City of Etobicoke Building Department 
Mr. Jerry Yee, City of Etobicoke Department of Public Works 
Mr. Glen Thompson, City of Etobicoke Clerk's Department 
Mr. Ross Russell, City of Etobicoke Fire Department 
Mr. Don Richmond, Metro Toronto Housing Corporation 
Mr. Joe Silva, Metro Planning 
Mr. Chris Kapches, Canadian Mortgage & Housing Corporation 

*Appropriate government officials at the provincial and 
municipal level. 

**Only one representative from each group or organization 
contacted has been included. 
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GROUPS WHO HAVE MADE SUBr1ISSIOtJS 

Arts Etobicoke 

Canadian Motor Home & Trailer Association 

City of Etobicoke Health Department 

Etobicoke Girl's Residence 

Etobicoke Mental Health Services Agency 

Etobicoke Public Library Board 

Family Service Association of Metropolitan Toronto 

Humber College 

Labour Council Development Foundation 

Lakefront Owners Association 

Lakeshore Area Multi-Services Project Inc. 

Lakeshore Hospital Site Public Interest Coalition 

Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital Association of Volunteers 

Long Branch Businessmen's Association 

Long Branch Historical Society 

Madeira Residential and Counselling Services 

New Toronto Business Association 

Ontario Cycling Association 

Ontario Film Development Corporation 
Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture 

Ontario Nurses Association - Local 29 
Queen Street Mental Health Centre 
South Etobicoke Community Legal Services 

Thistletown Regional Centre 
Yorktown Productions 
William Punnett Housing co-operative Inc. 

Numerous individuals have also sent letters. 
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APPENDIX D 

PROFORMA ASSUMPTIONS 

• Residual Land Values 
• -Land Value by Parcel 
• Acreage and Number of Developable Units 
• Development Costs for Film Concept 
• Development Costs to be Assumed by MGS 



HGS LAKESHORE -
RESIDUAL LAND VALUE - --- ---

SELLING PRICE PER SQ. FT. $100 SQ. FT. $115 SQ. FT. 

TYPE OF DEVELOPNENT TOWNHOUSE 

AREA OF UNITS BY TYPE 1,440 

TOTAL SELLING PRICE/UNIT $144,000 

LESS COSTS: 
DEVELOPNENT COSTS (INCL . . 
PARKING~ LANDSCAPING) $92,000 

SOFT COSTS $14,400 

PROMOTION $7,200 

PROFIT @15I $21,600 

TOTAL COSTS (EXCL. LAND) S135,200 

• RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT $8,800 
(BEFORE SERVICING) 

APT. QUAD TOWNHOUSE 

850 1,200 1,440 

$85,000 $120,000 $165,600 

$73,000 $78,000 $92,000 

$8,500 $12,000 $16,560 

$4,250 tb,000 $8,280 

$12,750 $18,000 $24,840 

$98,500 $114,000 $141,680 

($13,500) Sb,000 $23,920 

APT. 

850 

$97,750 

f73,000 

$9,775 

$4,888 

114,663 

$101"\ 7r'rC: 
~,.J,J 

($4,575) 

~QURCE ~ Peter B~rnaro. J\ssociat:0q Rna1,,~j_~ _! 1."lAh 

f125 SQ. FT. !135 SQ. FT. 

QUAD TOWNHOUSE APT. QUAD TOWNHOUSE APT. QUAD 

1,200 1,440 850 1,200 1,440 850 1,200 

$138,000 $180,000 $106,250 $150,000 $194,400 $114,750 $162,000 

-$78,000 . $92,000 $73,000 $78,000 $92,000 $73,000 $78,000 

$13,800 $18,000 $10,625 $15,000 $19,440 $11,475 $16,200 

$6,900 $9,0(10 SS,313 $7,500 $9,720 $5,738 SB, 100 

$20,700 $27,000 $15,938 $22,500 $29,160 $17,213 $24,300 

$119,400 $146,000 $104,875 t123,000 $150,320 $107,425 $126,600 

$18,600 $34,000 $1,375 $27,000 $44,080 $7,325 $35,400 
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SELLING PRICE PER SQ. FT. 
TYPE OF DEVELOPHENT 

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE/UNIT 
(Before Servicing) 

BLOCK A 
Selling Price per Acre 

BLOCK B 
Selling Price per Acre 

BLOCK C 
Selling Price per Acre 

BLOCK D 
Selling Price per Acre 

VALUE OF LAND BY PARCEL AND DEVELOPHENT TYPE 

$100 SQ. FT. $115 SQ. FT. 
TOWNHOUSE TOWNHOUSE QUAD 

$8,800 $23,920 $18,600 

$475,200 $1,291,680 
$132,000 $358,800 

$3,180,600 
$265,050 

$404,800 Sl,100,320 
S122,ob7 $333,430 

S184,BOO $502,320 
$132,000 $358,800 

SOURCE: Peter Barnard Associates analysis; 1986 

• 

• 

$125 SQ, FT. S135 SQ. FT. 
TOWNHOUSE APT. QUAD TOWNHOUSE APT. QUAD 

$34,000 $1,375 $27,000 $44,080 $7,325 $35,400 

$1,836,000 $396,000 $2,380,320 $2,109,600 
$510,000 $110,000 $661,200 $586,000 

$4,617,000 $6,053,400 
$384,750 $504,450 

$1,564,000 $341,000 S2,027,680 St,Blb,600 
$473,939 $103,333 $614,448 $550,485 

$714,000 1154,000 $925,680 $820,400 
$510,000 $110,000 $661,200 $586,000 

D.2 



• 

ACREAGE AND I OF DEVELOPABLE RESIDENTIAL UNITS 

PARCEL OF LAND I OF ACRES I OF T.H. I OF APTS. ETOBICOKE'S DENSITY RESTRICTIONS 

BLOCK A 3.6 54 288 15 toNnhouses/acre 
BLOCK B 12 (I 171 80 apartment units/acre 
BLOCK C 3.3 46 248 
BLOCK D 1. 4 21 112 
BLOCK E 8.2 

SOURCE: A. J. Diamond Planners; 1986 
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LlE VELOPHENT COSTS FOR FILM 

Develop1ent for Quad 
Development of studios 
Parking for 400 spaces 

Land costs 

TOTAL COSTS 

$13,000,000 
$7,000,000 

$360,000 

Sl,800,000 

$22,160,000 

Assuae costs roughly equivalent to developing as apts. 
Assu1e 3 sound stages totaling 45,000 sq. ft. 
Assume each space is 300 sq. ft.@ $2/sq. ft. 

Assu1e Jand is worth Sl50,000/acre 

SOURCE: Peter Barnard Associates; 1986 
Film industry experts; 1986 
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DEVELOPMENT COSTS TO BE ASSUNED BY HSS 

DEVELOPMENT OF BLOCK E 

BUILDIN6 COSTS 
LANDSCAPING COSTS 

TOTAL 

DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS 

TRADES BUILDINGS 
SERVICES BUILDINGS 

TQT•"·L' 
l 1H 

$4,500,000 
$650,000 

$5,150,000 

$115,000 
$135,000 

$250,000 

SOURCE: A.J. Diamond Planners; 1986 
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V 

APPENDIX E 

CONCEPT PROFORMAS 



REVENUES: 

Fili Co1panies 
Ministry of Health 
"inistry of Co11unity L 

Social Services 

TOTAL REVENUES 

OPERATING COSTS: 
Buildings: 

Service Contracts 
Utilities 
Wages and Benefits 

Grounds: 
Service Contracts 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

CAPITAL COSTS: 
Minimui maintenance of 

buildings (@$5/sq. ft.) 

Renovation of existing 
users facilities 

New heating syste1s. in 
quadrangle 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 

TOTAL ALL COSTS 

LA: .ES HORE LAND USE COt~CEPT i 1 
STATUS QUO SCENARIO 

YEARS 
1 ... 3 I .... 

$0 so $0 
$0 $0 $0 

$0 $0 $0 

$0 $0 $0 

$82,000 $86,100 $90,405 
$79,000 $82,950 $87,098 

$337,800 $354,690 $372,425 

$8,000 $8,400 SB,820 

$506,800 $532,140 $558,747 

$45b,950 $0 fO 

tlbS,000 $0 $0 

$670,000 $0 so 

$1,291,950 to $0 

$1,798,750 $532,140 $558,747 

4 5 TOTAL 

$0 $0 $0 

$0 $0 $0 

$0 $0 $0 

$0 $0 $0 

$94,925 $99,672 $453,102 
$91,452 $96,025 $436,525 

$391,046 $410,598 $1,866,558 

$9,261 $9,724 $44,205 

$586,684 $616,019 $2,800,390 

$() $0 $456,950 

$0 $0 $lb5,000 

$0 so $670,000 
I 

$0 $0 $1,291,950 

$586,684 $616,019 $4,092,340 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS ($1,798,750) ($532,140) ($558,747) ($586,684) {$616,019)($4,092,340) 

P.V . TOTAL CASH FLOWS ($1,635,064) ($439,548) ($419,619) ($400,705) ($382,548)($3,277,483) 

, ,;: i:i c·E· F',.,.Lor t.:-r - - - .-{ _.., ___ - -,- -··.·t--· .. r. · ] .· :·1-· 1 Y8 L 
• : , 1 , , , , • c , . ... L' d 11 d r u 11 ~ ::. u L 1 c. t: '.:; .l , d ~ y ::, ~ , 1 . l J 

ASSUt1PTIONS 
HGS will continue not to 
charge rent for use of 
property 

-, 

Wages, utilities and 
service contracts will 
increase by 51/yr 

One ti1e upgrading cost to 
protect buildings for Syrs 

Assume a 101 discount rate 
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REVENUES: 
Fila Coapanies 
Sale of Block B 
Sale of Block C 
Sale of Block D 
Sale of Block A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

OPERATING COSTS: 
Buildings -Existing 

Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Benefits 

LAKESHORE LAND USE CONCEPT I 2 
Hl6H DENSITY RESIDENTIAL 

YEARS 
1 2 3 

$11,000 $11,000 $0 

$0 $0 $3,180,600 
$(1 $0 $0 

$0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 

$11,000 :$11,000 $3,180,bOO 

$61,500 $64,575 $0 

$59,250 $62,213 $0 
$21:'1 ..,C'o 

Jv' .)J $266,018 so 
Buildings - New (Block E) 

Maintenance to $0 it0,849 
Utilities $0 $0 $10,452 
Wages and Salaries $0 $0 f44,b91 

6rounds 
Maintenance $8,000 $8,400 $5,292 

TOTAL OPERATIN6 COSTS $382,100 $401,205 $71,283 

CAPITAL COSTS: 
Development of Block E $2,250,000 $2,250,000 $0 

• Landscaping of Block E $0 $650,000 so 
Demolition: 

Trades & Services Bldgs $0 so $250,000 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS $"') ')C''• 000 "'-1L.JV, $2,900,000 $250,000 

TOTAL ALL COSTS t2,b32,100 $3,301,205 S7'il ?87 .Ji. , .. ,j 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS it2,b21,100)(t3,290,205) 12,859,317 

P.V. OF CASH FLOWS ($2,382,580) ($2 1 717, 709) S2, 147,347 

24.6 acres of parkland 

E;OURCE: Fet er 
, . , l 

t-an 1a.r a ,. - - 1 . ,. r •• r - ' .. ,. l • ' r·ii ··, t' 
:. 1 i L :i , t' :: c: , .:1 i. :' ::- . ::, , i ·1 n .• 

4 ~ TOTALS ASSUHPTIONS .J 

$(1 $0 $22,000 Fili co■panies will pay $0.50/sq. ft. for 3,000/sq. ft. of space per year x 2 coapanies 
$0 $0 $3,180,600 One tiae users will pay a flat $1000 fee and there will be B companies per year 

$1,816,600 $0 $1,816,600 Block B will be sold in yr. 31 Blocks C ~ D will be sold in yr. 4 
$820,400 $0 $820,400 Block A will be sold in yr. 5. all revenues are accrued in the year of sale 

$0 $2,109,bOO $2,109,600 Residual sales prices are $115/sq. ft. for quad, TH and $135/sq.ft. for apts. 

t2,o37,ooo $2,109,oOO $7,949,200 

Assuaing year 1 is 1986 
$0 so S126,075 751 of the existing bldgs Nill be aaintained for 2 yrs. 
$0 $0 $121,463 The costs Nill be 751 of 1985 operating costs 
$0 $0 $519,3bB Wages, utilities, 1aintenance charges Nill increase by Sl per year 

•11,391 $11,961 $34,200 Block E will be open at the beginning of year 3 
$10,974 $11,523 $32,949 Block E will be b0,000 or about 121 of the existing blg areas 
$46,925 $49,272 $140,888 Operating costs for Block E Nill be 121 of 1985 costs and increase SI/yr. 

$3,704 $3,306 f28,703 501 of the grounds will be 1aintained for 2 yrs. 
After Block Bis sold 301 of grounds Nill be 1aintained by N6S 

$72,995 $7b,Ob2 $1,003,645 After Cl Dare sold 20I of grounds will be 1aintained at a portion of 1985 costs 
M6S will be left with responsibility for 171 in Block E and frontage 

$0 so $4,500,000 The cost of developing Block E will be split over 2 yrs. 
$0 $0 $650,000 Landscaping costs will occur in the 2nd yr. 

$0 $0 $250,000 These bldgs. Nill be deaolished in yr.3 to prepare site for sale 
and allow patients to 1ove in to Block E 

$0 $0 $5,400,000 

$72,995 $76,062 Sb,403,645 

t2,564,005 $2,033,538 $1,545,555 

$1 ""'Cl ,..,lC' 
, I.J ,.:: J :f • '16'1 9,,, 

11"- Lt i.l !61, l O(i Discount rate of 10% is used based on current prime of 10 1i4l 
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REVENUES: 
Filii Companies 
Sale of Block B 
Sale of Block C 
Sale of Block D 
Sale of Block A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

OPERATING COSTS: 
Buildings -Existing 

Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Benefits 

Buildings - New (Block E) 
Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Salaries · 

Grounds 
Maintenance 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

CAPITAL COSTS: 
De~elopment of Block E 
Landscaping of Block E 

De11olition: 

LAKESHORE LAND USE CONCEPT I 3 
MEDIUH DENSITY RESIDENTIAL 

YEARS 
1 

,., 
3 i. 

$11,000 $11,000 $0 
$0 $0 $3,180,600 
$0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 

$11,000 $11,000 $3,180,600 

$61,500 $64,575 $0 
S59,25(J Sb2,213 $0 

$253,350 S2bo,018 $0 

$0 $(1 $10,849 
$0 to $10,452 
$0 $0 $44,691 

$8,000 $8,400 $5,292 

$382,100 $401,205 $71,283 

$2,250,000 $2,250,000 $0 
$0 $650,000 $0 

Trades t Services Bldgs $0 $0 $250,000 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS $,, 'JC'O 'J"O' £,.J ,, V $2,900,000 $250,000 

TOTAL ALL COSTS $2,632,100 13,301,205 $321,283 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS ($2,621,100)($3,290,205) $2,859,317 

P.V. OF CASH FLOWS ('~ 78~ c81' ($~ 7 17 ,~n, f~ 1•~ 7 47 ·..:,J L1J I.I .i.1/ 1,1V7I ·..:, 't/1.J 

24.6 acres of parkland 

c·o·uc=r-C" • F'- t ~ -· T"t ' -. ,- ·~ • r· ~ ".·,.. -. - ·• .. ➔• -.- • r· - 1· \ J - i c • , 98/. ..J f\L-1.., t' t: f }':\ ,!I d U h :; :: LLl:. ;,. r: ~, d i d : j• J, i u 

4 5 TOTALS ASSUt1PTIONS 

$0 $0 $22,000 Fil• coapanies Nill pay 0.50/sq. ft. for 3000ft of space/yr. x 2 co1panies 
$0 $0 $3,180,bOO One tiae users Nill pay a flat $1000 fee and there will be 8 coapanies per year 

$1,100,320 $0 $1,100,320 Block B will he sold in yr. 31 Blocks C & D will be sold in yr. 4 
$502,320 $0 $502,320 Block A will be sold in yr. 5. all revenues are accrued in the year of sale 

$0 $2,109,600 $2,109,bOO Residual sales prices are $115/sq. ft. for quad & TH and $135/sq.ft. for apts. 

$1,602,640 $2,109,600 $6,914,840 

Assu1ing year 1 is 1986 
$0 $0 $126,075 751 of the existing bldgs will be 1aintained for 2 yrs. 
$0 so $121,463 The costs will be 751 of 1985 operating costs 
$0 $0 $519,368 Wages, utilities, 1aintenance charges Nill increase by 51 per year 

$11,391 $11,961 $34,200 Block E will be open at the beginning of year 3 
$10,974 $11,523 $32,949 Block E will be 60,000 or about 121 of the e~isting blg areas 
$46,925 $49,272 $140,888 Operating costs for Block E will be 121 of 1985 costs and increase SI/yr. 

$3,704 $3,306 $28,703 50I of the grounds will be aaintained for 2 yrs. 
After Block Bis sold 301 of grounds Nill be 1aintained by N6S 

$72,995 $76,062 f:1,003,645 After C & Dare sold 201 of ~rounds Nill be 1aintained at a portion of 1985 costs 
MGS will be left with responsibility for 171 in Block E and frontage 

II 

$0 $() $4,500,000 The cost of developing Block E Nill be split over 2 yrs. 
$0 $0 $650,000 Landscaping costs will occur in the 2nd yr. 

$0 $(1 $250,000 These bldgs. Nill be de1olished in yr.3 to prepare site for sale 
and allow for users to aove into Block E 

$0 $0 $5,400,000 

$72,995 $76 1062 $6,403,645 

Sl,529,645 $1'\ ·77 578 L,Os:...;, .,) $511,195 

tl,044,747 il,262,827 ($645,368j Discount rate of 10% is used based on current pri1e of 10 1/41 
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REVENUES: 
Film Companies 
Sale of Block B 
Sale of Block C 
Sale of Block D 
Sale of Block A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

OPERATING COSTS: 
Buildings -E~isting 

Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Benefits 

Buildings - New (Block E) 
Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Salaries 

Grounds 
Maintenance 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

CAPITAL COSTS: 
Development of Block E 
Landscaping of Block E 

Demolition: 

LAKESHORE LAND USE CONCEPT i 4 
LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL 

YEARS 
1 ') 't 

L ..., 

$11,000 Sll,000 $0 
$0 $0 $3,180,600 
$(1 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 
$0 $0 $0 

$11,000 $11,000 $3,180,600 

$61,500 $64,575 $0 

$c-9 ')C'o J I LJ $62,213 io 
$ .... 5... ---s:o i. .),.)J $26b,018 $0 

$0 $0 $10,849 
$0 $0 $10,452 
$0 $0 $44,691 

$8,00(1 $8,400 $5,292 

$382,100 $401,205 $71,283 

$2,250,000 $2,250,000 $0 
. $0 $650,000 $0 

Trades~ Services Bldgs to $0 $250,000 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS $2,250,000 $2,900,000 $250,000 

TOTAL ALL COSTS $'1 I "1") 10(1 .... ,b,.:- ... , $ ... .,,l.' l 'l(•C 
..:;,..:; J '.L. iJ t .,,,.,1 ""8 .... ,)L 

1
L .j 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS I $'1 61j 1 1 (' ("' \ I$~ '19(1 '"\f•C' \ $1j 9c-9 7 • 7 
\ L ! ~ ' VJ} \ ,_; t 4 • ! i.. \,JJ J • .L ! J ! .J 1 

P.V. OF CASH FLOWS 1s~ ~s·~ C8(1 ' ($~ ~·, ,~~\ -s~ 14~ 1 47 
, • .. , ._\ -'-

1 
..J , , L , I l t 

1 
, V '1 J • .... , I , ·.J , 

24.6 acres of parkland 

,.. ____ ,, ,-. r -E .-. ' 
~,UUhL ~ r·2 t.:,; • .- , .. ... ,.1 i'. r· :- .-. :- 1 ~ t' ,, .- ;:; r -; i ' : .- ; ;: ' : ~) \ t' ~: , : • ; , d I U r, :i .::- u i. , 1.1 t: ::; ,... I , , • f ::• l _ , i. 1 o .· 

4 5 TOTALS ASSUt1PTIONS 

$0 $0 $22,000 Fil• co1panies will pay 0.50/sq. ft. for 3000ft of space/yr. x 2 companies 
$0 $0 $3,180,600 One ti1e users will pay a flat $1000 fee and there ~ill be B co1panies per year 

$1,100,320 $0 $1,100,320 Block B will be sold in yr. 3, Blocks C ~ D Nill be sold in yr. 4 
$502,320 $0 $502,320 Block A will be sold in yr. 5. all revenues are atcrued in the year of sale 

$0 $1,291,680 $1,291 ,l>BO Residual sales prices are $115/sq. ft. for quad~ TH and $135/sq.ft. for aµ Ls 

$1,602,640 $1,291,680 $6,096,920 

Assuming year 1 is 1986 
$0 $0 $126,075 751 of the existing bldgs will be aaintained for 2 yrs. 
$0 so $121, 4b3 The costs will be 751 of 1985 operating costs 
$0 $() $519,368 Wages, utilities, 1aintenance charges will increase by SI per year 

$11,391 $11,961 $34,200 Block E will be open at the beginning of year 3 
lt0,974 $11,523 $32,949 Block E will be 60,000 or about 121 of the existing blg areas 
$46,925 $49,272 t-140,888 Operating costs for Block E will be 12I of 19B5 costs and increase Sl/yr. 

$3,704 $3,306 $28,703 501 of the grounds Nill be 1aintained for 2 yrs. 
After Block Bis sold 301 of grounds Nill be 1aintained by M6S 

$72,995 $76,062 l1,003,b45 After C & Dare sold 201 of grounds will be 1aintained at a portion of 1985 costs 
MGS will be left with responsibility for 171 in Block E and frontage 

$0 $0 $4,500,000 The cost of developing Block E Mill be split over 2 yrs. 
$0 $0 $650,000 Landscaping costs will occur in the 2nd yr. 

$0 $(1 t250,000 These bldgs. will be de1olished in yr.3 to prepare site for sale 

to $0 $5,400,000 

$72,995 $76,062 t-6,403,645 

$1,529,645 tl,215,618 ($1(" 1 7')C) 
· ·.J .Jo' , .. J 

ti,044,747 $,c~ 8n"7 ••1 1~~ ~9L' IJ~, 1 \l, J~, ... ul Discount rate of 107. is used based on current prime of 10 li4i. 
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LAKESHORE LAND USE CONCEPT I 5 
RESIDENTIAL AND MAJOR FILM DEVELOPMENT 

REVENUES: 
Film Coapanies 
Sale of Block B 
Sale of Block C 
Sale of Block D 
Sale of Block A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

OPERATING COSTS: 
Buildings -E~isting 

Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Benefits 

Buildings - New (Block E) 
Naintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Salaries 

Grounds 
Maintenance 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS 

CAPITAL COSTS: 

1 

$11,000 
$0 
$0 
$0 

$0 

$11,000 

$61,500 
$59,250 

$253,350 

$0 

$0 

$0 

$8,000 

$382,100 

YEARS 
2 

$11,000 
$0 
$0 

$0 
$0 

$11,000 

$64,575 
$62,213 

$266,018 

so 
$0 

$0 

SB,400 

$401,205 

Development of Block E $2,250,000 $2,250,000 
Landscaping of Block E $0 SbS0,000 

De11olition: 
Trades~ Services Bldgs $0 $0 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 

TOTAL ALL COSTS 

~,, ,,~, o~, ~,, 9ft' roo .L,LJO, uJ .. L, vu,J 

~? L~") 10( ~7 ~01 2ftC ~~,oJ. 1 J ~J 1J. 1 VJ 

3 

$0 

$1,800,000 
$0 

$0 

$0 

$1,800,000 

$0 
$0 
$0 

St0,849 
tl0,452 
$44,691 

~c ')D") 
.. J,L7L 

f71,283 

$0 

$0 

$250,000 

$250,000 

.t-~r:1 "8~ -t-Jl 1.., ...; 

4 

• so 
$() 

$1,100,320 
$502,320 

$0 

$1,602,640 

$0 
$0 

$0 

Sll,391 
$10,974 
$4b,925 

$3,704 

$72,995 

$0 
$(1 

$0 

$0 

$72 995 , 

5 

$0 

$0 
$0 
$0 

$2,109,600 

$2,109,600 

$0 
$(1 

$0 

Sll,961 
$11,523 
$49,272 

f3,30b 

TOTALS 

s22,ooo 
$1,B00,000 
$1,100,320 

$502,320 
$2,109,600 

$5,534,240 

f12o,w75 
$121,4b3 
$519,368 

$34,200 
$32,949 

$140,888 

$28,703 

$76,062 $1,003,645 

$() $4,500,000 
$0 $650,000 

$0 $250,000 

$0 $5,400,000 

f76,062 ib,403,645 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS (•~ L~l l~J~) (k, ~o ~ Mnc) ~1 4~9 ~17 ~1 c~9 •4c ~~ r 7 , c~M '*B'Q 4n5) -t.i.
1

oL 

1 

l iJ ~.),.l."Jt.1,LVJ "° 
1 

/ 

1 

I.. .f' 
1

Ji. ,o · J ~-l~1J,;,.),..:.:,ti l:r b, 
1 

V 

P.V. OF CASH FLOWS 

r,i1_ J.. --res -L par 1··1--d i.,.u iii. U1 t:. dii 

•..t'1 ""!8'1 r9r-\ t .r") ,1, ""(·C!) .... 1 1 '(j c• !. l .f ,l. , .J ... , J I .} 1 ~ .f L , I I ! / _i 7 :1· , l .. , J 1 u 

C·'"'l 'RC,.. ,., ' U U t I I- ' - • · .- . ·-
'-1 , • J !.:.:' L ~ f 

~ .~ . . - r- .. . .. :·i h \- .- . •• . • ··, ~ :~ r- - r; .... 1 '. C ; r : 
L· .:\ 1 , I .. ; ,, H ~ ::-w 1. l n •. t: ::; d I I c:l f ., l j, i986 

.f-4 fi44 71' .J'l,. ,,....,/ 
.t,• rt''": gr,-y 
~-1 , ..:.O.i:, i.; (:f:1,682,i~'B) 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Fili coapanies will pay 0.50/sq. ft. for 3000ft of space/yr. x 2 companies 
One tiae users will pay a flat $1000 fee and there will be 8 companies per year 
Block B will be sold in yr. 3, Blocks C ~ D will be sold in yr. 4 
Block A will be sold in yr. 5. all revenues are accrued in the year of sale 
Residual sales prices are $115/sq. ft. for quad~ TH and $135/sq.ft. for apts. 
Developer of fil1 Block B will pay S150,000/acre for 12 acres and nothing for bldgs. 

Assu1ing year 1 is 1986 
7SI of the existing bldgs will be aaintained for 2 yrs. 
The costs will be 751 of 1985 operating costs 
Wages, utilities, 1aintenance charges will increase by SI per year 

Block E will be open at the beginning of year 3 
Block E will be b0,000 or about 121 of the existing big areas 
Operating costs for Block E will be 122 of 19B5 costs and increase 51/yr. 

501 of the grounds will be 1aintained for 2 yrs. 
After Block Bis sold 30, of grounds Nill be 1aintained by N6S 
After C & Dare sold 207. of grounds will be 1aintained at a portion of 1985 costs 
NGS will be left "ith responsibility for 17I in Block E and frontage 

The cost of developing Block E will be split over 2 yrs. 
Landscaping costs will occur in the 2nd yr. 

ihese bldgs. will be deaolished in yr.3 to prepare site for sale 
and the existing users will be 1oved to Block E 

Discount rate of lOZ is used based on current pri1e of 10 li4i. 
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LAKESHORE LAND USE CONCEPT I 6 
RESIDENTIAL, MINOR FILM DEVELOPMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL RESIDENTIAL 

REVENUES: 
Film Companies 
Sale of Block B - Fili 
Sale of Block B - Instit. 
Sale of Block C 
Sale of Block D 
Sale of Block A 

TOTAL REVENUES 

OPERAT1N6 COSTS: 
Buildings -Existing 

1 

$11,000 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
$(1 

$11,000 

') 
i.. 

YEARS 

$11,000 
$0 
so 
$0 
to 
$0 

$11,000 

Maintenance $61,500 $64,575 
$62,213 Utilities $59,250 

Wages and Benefits $253 1350 $266,018 
Buildings - New (Block E) 

Maintenance 
Utilities 
Wages and Salaries 

Grounds 
Maintenance 

TOTAL OPERATIN6 COSTS 

CAPITAL COSTS: 
Develop1ent of Block E 
Landscaping of Block E 

Demolition: 
Trades & Services Bldgs 

$0 
$0 

to 

$8,000 

$382,100 

$0 
$0 
$0 

tB,400 

$401,205 

$2,250,000 $2,250,000 
io sbso,ooo 

to so 

~'j 'jC r • 0 • 
:tL 1 L..10,o o $2,900,000 

~, ,,,; lOr ~, ,nl 2ft5 ~L,oJ~, o ~J 1Jv 1 u 

3 

$(1 

$900,000 
Sl,590,300 

$0 

so 
$0 

$2,490,300 

$0 
$0 
$0 

$10,849 
$10,452 
$44 691 , 

$5,292 

$71,283 

$0 

$0 

$250,000 

$250,000 

.t-:rrsl '"'8""' :J .Ji. , i. . ..) 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 

TOTAL ALL COSTS 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS ($2,621,lOOi ($3,290,205) $2,169,017 

F• vi OF ~ACM'' c: oLls 
I I L-HoJ I I .. " 

24.6 acres of parkland 

'*~ -:rn~ cnA \ ,~~ ,1, 709' \~•_.: 1 .Ji:,i. 1.JulJJ -i·L,J /! \. 1 

r•n ! lRr•; , r= .~.~ ~ -- ~·; ~. :-i • . .. - j ::. ... ~· i:: .- . - l :i. t i:.:.. 4-- ,. ,~. ·~ 1 . ,. .. . - J JI c,~J ;. 
;JU La t_. 1.. 1 r t ._ - f L' r. , ( f I O; • n :; .., :..i 1.. • .. '- . . :; ;·, I i Ci • f --~ J .: ) : U I.. 

$ t 6~0 ~?~ if LU11~L 

4 

$0 
$0 

$0 

$1,100,320 
$502,320 

$0 

$1,602,640 

$0 

so 
$0 

$11,391 
$10,974 
$46,925 

$3,704 

$72,995 

so 
$0 

$0 

$0 

-t-1'i 9r-.c 
~/Lt 'fJ 

cl c...,n • • c 
• ,J,'1,o'+J 

!1,044,747 

5 

$(1 

$0 
$(1 
$0 
$0 

$2,109,600 

$2,109,600 

$0 

$0 
$0 

$11,961 
$11,523 
$49,272 

$3,306 

TOTALS 

$22,000 
$900,000 

$1,590,300 
$1,100,320 

$502,320 
$2,109,600 

lb,224,540 

$126,075 
$121,463 
$519,368 

$34,200 
$32,949 

$140,888 

$28,703 

$76,062 $1,003,645 

$0 $4,500,000 
$0 $650,000 

$0 S250,000 

$0 $5,400,000 

~,6 ~6~ ~• 4·, 64c ~ J , t.l L :.-Q t U,) 1 J 

~~ ,,, c,9 
~L,VlJ,..;) 

of 1 r; ! "') ,-. r,'"'/ 
... 1 iu..:..,t1.:. 

(!179,105) 

,_. 1 ' -, 78~ ' \ ~- l 1 1 b .::, , .:, J 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Fili co1panies will pay 0.50/sq. ft. for 3000ft of space/yr. x 2 coapanies 
One ti1e users will pay a flat $1000 fee and there will be B companies per year 
Block B will be sold in yr. 3, Blocks C & D will be sold in yr. 4 
Seniors' residence developer will pay half of costs for quad devel. @ $115/sq. ft. tor half land 
Block A will be sold in yr. 5. all revenues are accrued in the year of sale 
Residual sales prices are $115/sq. ft. for quad & TH and $135/sq.ft. for apts. 
Developer of fil1 Block B will pay $150,000/acre for 6 acres and nothing for bldgs. 

Assu1ing year 1 is 198b 
75I of the existing bldgs will be maintained for 2 yrs. 
The costs will be 751 of 1985 operating costs 
Wages, utilities, 1aintenance charges will increase by 51 per year 

Block E will be open at the beginning of year·3 
Block E will be b0,000 or about 121 of the existing blg areas 
Operating costs for Block E will be 121 of 19B5 costs and increase Sl/yr. 

501 of the grounds Nill be 1aintained for 2 yrs. 
After Block Bis sold 30I of grounds Nill be 1aintained by NGS 
After C ~Dare sold 201 of grounds will be 1aintained at a portion of 1985 costs 
MGS will be left with responsibility for 171 in Block E and frontage 

The cost of developing Block E Nill be split over 2 yrs. 
Landscaping costs will occur in the 2nd yr. 

These bldgs. will be de1olished in yr.3 to prepare site for sale 
and the existing users will be moved to Block E 

Discount rate of 107. is used based on current priwe of 10 l/4i. 
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REVENUES: 

LAKESHORE LAND USE CONCEPT I 1 
PARKLAND AND INSTlTUTIONAL IN THE QUAD. 

1 
YEARS 

2 3 4 5 TOTALS 

Lease part of B for fila so s1,ooo,ooo st,000,000 s1,ooo,ooo s1,ooo,ooo S4;ooo,ooo 

TOTAL REVENUES $0 $t,ooo,ooo s1,ooo,ooo s1,ooo,ooo s1,ooo,ooo t4,ooo,ooo 

OPERATING COSTS: 
Buildings -Existing 

Maintenance $46,125 $48,431 $c-o BC'.., 
.., ' .J.J $53,395 lSb,065 $254,870 

Utilities $79,000 f82,950 $87,098 $91,452 $96,025 $43b,525 
Wages and Benefits $190,013 $199,513 $209,489 $219,963 $230,961 $1,049,939 

Grounds 
Maintenance $3,200 f3,3b0 $.., s:: '"=8 ->,.Ji $3,704 $3,890 $17,682 

TOTAL OPERATING COSTS $318,338 $334,254 $350,967 $368,515 $386,941 $1,759,016 

CAPITAL COSTS: 
Upgrading of the quad $1,969,800 $(1 $0 $0 $(1 $1,-969, 800 
Upgrading existing uses $275,000 $0 $0 $0 f(I $275,000 
New heat system - quad $670,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $670,000 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS $2,914,800 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,244,800 

TOTAL ALL COSTS $7 ")"7":' 178 
.j 1 .L. ..:, .j , ..:, $.., 7 4 '1C'4 ..,),_\ '.L..J $350,967 $368,515 $386,941 $4,003,816 

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS ($.., ,,.,.7 1.,8) 
.J ' .L. -.) .J ' ..; $665,746 $649,033 $631,485 fb13,059 (Sb73,B16) 

P' V rr ~ACH FLOWS . . Jr L-Hw ($ '1 97 8 9'"1'1' Lf ..:,, 1 l.L} $549 906 
' 

$487,424 $431,304 $380,710 ($1,089,579) 

51.5 acres of parkland 

c;r., ::- c,... • .::=:-, ~ c.r· 
'- .... - ■ I C\.o.. 

'" . " . t 1 • ria rnara Hssoc 1d es and ys1 s; 1986 

,, 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Assu1e rent all but one cottage (aprox. 200,000 sq. ft.) for $5/sq. ft. 

Assu1ing year 1 is 1986 
751 of the existing bldgs Nill be 1aintained 
The costs Nill be 751 of 1985 operating costs 
Wages, utilities, ~aintenance charges Nill increase by 51 per year 

Assu1e that H6S Nill be responsible for 201 of total grounds 
Cost of upkeep Nill be 207. of the 1985 service contract 
Cost of ground maintenance will increase 51/yr. 

Assume quad can be preserved and 1ade habitable for $30/sq. ft. 

Ed Menezes estimates 

Discount rate of 101 is used based on current priae of 10 1i41. 
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APPENDIX F 

DESIGN GUIDELINES 

• overall Design Principals 
• Site Specific Design Guidelines 



DESIGN GUIDELINES 
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EXHIBIT F-1 
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Design Guidelines 

Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital 

A. OVERALL DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

Access, Vehicular Circulation and Parking 

1. Kipling Avenue Extension 

• 

2. 

3. 

Kipling to act as the major gateway and access road to both the 
new develop·ment and Col. Sam Smith Park. Right of way 'ilidth 86' 
(24 M). 

Kipling to run straight south to the area south of the existing 
steam plant, where it can loop to the west to give access to 
parking on Humber College lands, serving Col. Sam Smith Park. 

Kipling to be developed with an urban built edge, with 
consistent building set backs, ·materials and heights. 

A landscaped boulevard to be provided .down the median of 
Kipling. · Street trees to be provided on both sides of the 
Kipling .extension at a minimum of 10 t1etre intervals • 

• 
Pedestrian scale lighting on both sides of Kipling, maximum 4.5 
Metres in height. 

East Access Road (Existing) 

This road to remain a private road with existing r.o.w. which 
provides acess only to the proposed institutional development 
and to the Jean Tweed Centre. No vehicular access to the park 
or to the new residential/commercial development will be 
pennitted. The road will be terminated as a cul de sac at the 
Jean Tweed Centre. 

Existing trees on both sides of this road are to be maintained 
and replaced as required. Pedestrian scale lighting is to be 
installed. 

Central Access Road (New) 

This road is to become a public road (20 M r.o.w.), an extension 
of Seventeenth Street, with new street trees at mini1num 8 ~tetre 
intervals. Pedestrian scale lighting is to be installed. 
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4. Internal Ring Road (Existing) 

This road is to become a public road (20 M r.o.w.) but to follow its 
original alignment, maintaining the traditional relationship between 
the road and the historic buildings. The existing mature trees and 
landscaping are to be preserved, maintained and replaced as required. 
Pedestrian scale lighting is to be installed. 

5. Parking 

Parking for all new apartment residential development will be below 
grade, with limited surface visitor parking. Parking for townhouse 
residential development may be one half level grade within each unit. 
Where parking is at grade it will be well landscaped and buffered in a 
manner that is in keeping with the character of the site. 

Open Space and Pedestrian Networks 

1. Open Space Dedication 

The section of the site east of the Kipling Ave. extension and south of 
the internal ri_ng road is to be preserved as open space. Similarly the 
full extent of the swale is to be preserved, including the section 
north of Cumberland House. The building of any new development 
adjacent to the swale shall be set back a minimum of 10 Metres from the 

I 

swale edge. 

The existing historic landscape elements are to be preserved and 
replaced as required, maintaining the heritage character of this open 
space. These include the existing pat tern of roads and pathways, the 
lake front pavilion and the gazebo (to be restored and re-erected), 
flower beds and stands of mature trees. 

2. Pedestrian Links 

A pedestrian route from the northerly portion of the swale is to be 
provided along the east edge of the swale, linking the swale to 
Lakeshore Road. This pathway is to be open to the sky, with a mini1num 
width of 5 M. 

Pedestrian access to Col. Sam Smith Park is to be directed to the 
Kipling Ave. extension, and is not to be taken through the Lakeshore 
park or new residential community. 

3. Recreational Uses 

Within the public open space areas of the property recreational uses 
are to be limited to those which are compatible with the new and 
existing residential communities, and which will be in character with 
the existing landscape. 
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SITE SPECIFIC DESIGN GUIDELINES 



EXHIBIT F-2 
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NUMERICAL DESIGNATION OF BUILDINGS 



The development of specific recreational uses are subject to the 
approval of the City of Etobicoke. 

B. SITE SPECIFIC DESIGN GUIDELINES 

Parcels A, C and D 

These parcels include the M.G.S. property on the west side of the 
Kipling Avenue extension, and the property north of the ring road, 
bounded by the swale on the east and Kipling on the west. 

1. 

2. 

Existing Buildings 

None of the existing buildings in this parcel require retention. 
The steam plant is of some architectural interest, and its stack 
is a local landmark which terminates Kipling Avenue. This 
building s.hould be retained if a feasible new use can be found 
for it (i.e. as an activity or 9rientation centre for Col. Sam 
Smith Park). The Assembly Hall and the Nurses' Residence should 
be offered to local community groups for a fixed period of time 
prior to development of these parcels. If no viable use can be 
found for these buildings within the stipulated time frame, they 
may be demolished to make way for new development. 

New Buildings 

General 

New buildings should create an "urban" relationship with Kipling 
Avenue. Buildings should be generally continuous along Kipling, 
enclosing the street as a formal landscaped boulevard entrance to both 
the major park and the new mixed use development. New buildings should 
not be set back more than 6 Metres frotn the Kipling Ave. right of -way. 

Maximum permitted residential densities are: 

Parcel A: 300 units 
Parcel C: 250 units 

Townhouses 

Parcel D: 115 units 

Where a to,.rnhouse building fonn is developed, the following design 
guidelines will apply: 

Three storey minimum height limit for buildings fronting on 
Kipling. 

Maximum 3 Met re set back. Maximum 6 Met re set back fro1n the 
Kipling right of way. 

Where the side facade of a bulding faces Kipling, the facade 
should be modulated and should contain a minimum of 25% glazed 
area. 
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-

All parking (other than visitor parking) should be accommodated 
below grade. 

"Maximum density for townhouse development 15 up/ac 

Apartments 

\fuere an apartment building form is developed, the following design 
guidelines will apply: 

Seven storey maximum height 

Maxi1num 6 Metre set back from the Kipling right of way. 

Maximum density for apartment development 80 up/ac 

Materials 

- A combination of brick or stone for the full extent of the 
facade. The colour range should be similar to the colours found 
in the historic buildings in Parcel B. 

Parcel B 

• Parcel Bis the parcel on the east side of the Kipling Avenue.extension 
which contains the historically significant grouping of Hospital 
Buldings. This parcel is generally bounded by Kipling on the west and 
by the existing loop road. 

General 

-

-

The City of Etobicoke consider designating Parcel B under Part V 
of the Ontario Heritage Act. 

All existing buildings dating from before 1900 in this Parcel 
are to be retained. The City of Etobicoke should obtain a 
heritage conservation easement on the Parcel B lands, specifying 
the buildings and landscape elements which are to be preserved. 

The Trades and Service Buildings are to be demolished. 

The Tunnels are to be retained only if a viable use can be found 
for them. Restoration and reuse of the tunnels is to be 
encouraged. 

The Stable is to be retained 
as a site for a new bulding. 
create surface parking. 

and renovated unless it is required 
It should not be demolished to 

The 1930's additions which join Cottages A & Band Cottages 1 & 
2 may be demolished if required. 
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Renovations to Existing Buildings 

The existing pattern of wi11dow openings and detailing is to be 
retained and restored where necessary. Exterior woodwork other 
than windows is to be restored to at least its present fonn. 

Replacement of the original woodwork, porches and detailing is 
to be encouraged in the renovation of the existing buildings. 

Repairs are to be matched to existing materials. 

Windows are to be replaced with clear glass only. 

Minor additions to the existing buildings are permitted provided 
such additions do not exceed 15% of the existing bulding 
footprint, and 15% of the existing floor area. New additions in 
excess of 15% of the existing building are to be reviewed by 
LACAC and the City of Etobicoke. New additions are to be 
permitted only on the side and rear facades. 

New Infill Buildings 

New buildings in Parcel Bare restricted to the courtyard area 
within a line drawn at a distance of 20 rfetres from the rear 
facades of the existing buldings . 
• 

New infill buildings which are within 45 t-1etres of the Kipling 
Avenue extension must be of brick and/or masonry and the Kipling 
facade must have a minimum 35% glazing. Buildings of 
non-masonry materials, or with a windowless facade on Kipling 
must be set back a 1ninimum of 20 r1etres from the Kipling right 
of way. 

New infill buildings in Parcel B may not exceed the height of 
the eaves of the existing buildings. 

New residential inf ill buildings are to be in brick of a si1nilar 
colour to the existing buildings. 

Landscape and Parking 

The landscaped area between the existing buildings and the ring 
road is to be maintained as far as possible in its present 
condition. Limited surface entrance driveways and visitor 
parking are permitted in this area, with a maximum of 5 surface 
parking spaces per building. Surface parking is to be well 
secured with masonry walls and/or parking. 

Existing trees are to be maintained and replaced as required. 
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All parking for new buildings other than buildings which 
accommodate the film industry is to be below grade or in a 
structure not more than height of tunnels above grade. Parking 
for uses occupying the renovated existing buildings may be at 
grade, but must be primarily located in the courtyard, and well 
landscaped. If a parking deck is created in the courtyard, the 
roof shall be landscaped to provide shared recreation space. 

All service access is to be from Kipling Avenue and well 
screened. 

Parcel E 

Parcel Eis the northeastern section of the site, bounded by the 
easterly access road, Lakeshore Boulevard, the easterly property 
boundary and the limits of the swale to the south. This portion of the 
property is to be developed for institutional use to accommodate those 
health services presently housed in Parcel B, and to provide the 
opportunity for compatible new institutional and health-related uses. 

New buildings should be set back a minimum of 15 metres from the 
east property line of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital 
grounds. 

In order to respect the scale of the single family houses on 
Thirteenth Street, new buildings should not exceed 10 metres in 
height. 

Existing planting, which creates an attractive avenue of trees 
along the access road and provides a buffer of planting along 
the east property boundary should be retained wherever 
possible. 

Parcel F 

Parcel Fis the Lakeshore Road frontage, which is to be held in 
reserve until the market for new office commercial/retail space 
justifies development. 

When new development occurs design guidelines should be reviewed 
to ensure consistency with the current physical context. 

Buildings should be built up to the average set back line of 
existing commercial buildings on Lakeshore Road. 

All surface parking and service access shall occur at the rear 
of the buildings. 

A screen of buffer planting shall be provided between the 
service lane and Parcel C and D • 

., 
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Design Guidelines Recommended for Future Development 

Detailed design guidelines which will be used to shape future 
development of the site. These are provided in detail in Appendix F, 
and are summarised here. 

Overall Design Principles 

1. Access, Circulation and Parking 

The Kipling Avenue Extension will become the major gateway and access 
to the Lakeshore property and to Col. Sam Smith Park. It will be 
developed as a landscaped treed boulevard, with a consistent scale of 
building lining its northerly sections. The present access road will 
provide separate access to the Institutional development in Block E and 
to Cumberland House (Jean Tweed Centre). The internal ring road is to 
be maintained in its present alignment and upgraded as required to 
municipal standrds. 

Parking for all new residential development will be below grade with 
limited surface parking for visitors. Where parking is at grade it 
will be well landscaped and buffered. 

2. Open Space and Pedestrian Net--works 

The portions of the site east of the Kipling Avenue Extension and south 
of Parcel B, and the swale are to be preserved as public open space. 
The historic landscape elements including mature trees, lawns, 
pathways, flower beds and shrubbery, the pavilion and the gazebo 
(restored and re-built) are to be preserved. The development of 
specific recreational uses will be in keeping with the historic 
landscape and will be subject to the approval of the City of 
Etobicoke. 

A public pedestrian route is to be provided from Lakeshore Road through 
the swale to the southerly pub~ic parklands. 

Site Specific Design Guidelines 

1. New Residential Buildings 

New residential buildings will have a maximum height of seven stories 
and should be faced with brick or a combination of brick and stone in a 
colour range similar to the colours found in the existing historic 

... /8 
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buildings. .All parking other than visitor parking will be below grade 
or within the building. 

2. Existing Historic Buildings 

All existing buildings dating from before 1900 in Parcel B are to be 
retained. The City of Etobicoke should designate these buildings under 
Part V of the Ontario Heritage Act and should obtain a heritage 
conservation easement over specific building and landscape elements 
identified as worthy of preservation. 

Renovations to existing historic buildings should where feasible 
replace original woodwork, porches and detailing, and retain the 
existing pattern of window openings and detailing. Selective 
dernolition of the 1930' s additions to the Cottages and minor new 
additions to the existing buildings are permitted. 

3. New Institutional Buildings 

New institutional buildings in the north east section of the property 
(Parcel E) must be set back a 1ninimum of 15 metres from adjoining 
residential property boundaries. The maxin1um permitted height of 
buildings in this block is 10 metres. 

4. Lakeshore Road Frontage 

The Lakeshore Road frontage is to be held in reserve for future retail 
and comrnercial development. At such time as the tnarket justifies 
development of this frontage, appropriate design guidelines should be 
developed by the City of Etobicoke for these blocks. 
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ONTARIO HERITAGE PROPERTIES PROGRAM 

LAKESHORE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, ETOBICOKE 

INTRODUCTION 

Known earlier as the Mimico Branch Hospital, the Mimico Lunatic Asylum, the 
Mimico Hospital Jor the Insane and the New Toronto Asylum, Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital was opened in 1890 as a chronic care branch of the Toronto 
Asylum. It was designed as a cottage hospital, reflecting a turn of the century 
approach to the care and treatment of the insane in North America. The 
hospital was closed in 1979 as the result of a new program to decentralize 
psychiatric care in the province of Ontario. 

During the ninety years of its operation, the grounds of Lakeshore Psychiatric 
liospital • were extensively developed, largely by patient labour ns a form of 
therapy. Approximately thirty buildings were constructed, rnost of which date 
from the turn of the century period and remain today. The purpose of this report 
is to assess the heritage value of the site and its components. 

SITE HISTORY 

The land upon which Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital was built, Lots 5 and 6 
Broken Front in the Township of Etobicoke, was originally farmland. It was 
surveyed for settlement in 1783 and, as the Illustrated Historical Atlas for the 
County of York commented in 1878, these lots represent well "the time and 
manner of the original surveys. \Ve have here a good example of the practice 
first followed of laying out the lot as to obtain a frontage upon a water way." 
Both lots were among the first in the township to be acquired. 

I • 

a) . Lot .5 Broken Front 

The majority of Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital's buildings are located on 
Lot 5, Broken Front. This land was obtained by patent from the Crown by 
Daniel Stewart in 1804. Stewart also owned Lot 5 Concession 1 situated to 
the north of the site lot, and he pre.sumably operated •the two lots together 
as a single 160 acre farm, as patent documentation lists him as "yeoman". 
In 1811 Stewart sold both lots to Prideux Selby, and in 1825 Selby, in turn, 
sold them to George Goldthorpe for 200 pounds. In 1846, George 
Goldthorpe died leaving his land to his sons; the east and west halves of Lot 
5 Concession 1 went to his . sons Thomas and James respectively. The 
broken front portion he willed to his wife Margaret and his son Benjamin. 

~Y 1846 when George Goldthorpe died, there were obviously some buildings 
on Lot 5. Stewart, Selby and George Goldthorpe had all farmed the 
property and lived upon it and the original buildings may have been built as 
early as 1804. No information exists to tell us the location of those 
buildings. They may have been on the broken front portion, or 
alternatively on Lot 5 Concession 1. The earliest documentation that 
reveals the nature of the building on Lot 5 is the 1851 Census. It records a 
frame house on the broken front portion, and also a stone house on the east 
half of Lot 5 Concession 1. 

The composition of the households of each of these buildings as they are 
listed in the 1851 Census provides some basis for speculation as to which of 
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these dwellings was the original farm house. The occupants of the stone 
house include Thomas Goldthorpe, age 31, his wife and young children in 
what is clearly a young family. At the same the occupants of the frame 
house include Benjamin Goldthorpe, age 20, his mother, his nephew and his 
brother Samu.el, age 23; this would seem to be the George Goldthorpe 
family home. In all likelihood it was also the older house on Lot 5. 
Presumably, Thomas Goldthorpe built the stone house when he left his 
father's house to get married; the frame family home and its portion of 
broken front property was probably left to the youngest son so that the 
widow could remain in her home as long as possible. It is interesting to 
note that she appears in the 1861 Census as resident in the home of a 
married daughter. During the intervening years, Benjamin Goldthorpe had 
married and begun a family himself; in 1858 he also leased his mother's 
interest in the broken front portion of Lot 5, and appears in land titles 
thereafter as its sole owner. Benjamin Goldthorpe farmed this property 
until 1888 when he sold it to the Crown in exchange fo $2,000 and a portion 
of the government's model farm located elsewhere in the township. 

During the time Benjamin Goldthorpe owned the property it contained two 
barns, a stable, and a frame house. The house was probably one and a half 
storeys high, since along with several of its neighbours it is listed in the 
l851 Census as one storey and in the 1861 Census as two. Its location is 
shown in Tremaine's Map of the County of York (1860) and the Illustrated 
Historical Atlas of the County of York (1878) as in the (east - west) middle 
of the northern portion property, slightly back of the creek that crossed 
the property (see maps 2 and 3 attached). .. 

b) Lot 6 Broken Front 

This property was first deeded to Samuel Smith, Esq. by patent in 1806. It 
was one of eleven lots he received, and the Crown Patent Plan for the area 
includes a notation that ''The lands here have been asked by Maj. Smith in 
lieu land ... formerly described for him to the amount of 1,000 acres." 
Smith continued to hold the property without building upon it until his 
death in 1833, after which it passed through the hands of a variety of 
investors without being developed. The last of these investors was Hugh 
McNeil who purchased the property in 1849, and died before 1860 when the 
Tremaine map records the land as the property of the "Late Hugh McNeil" 
without a building upon it. This information is confirmed by the 1861 
Census which contains no data on either a building or the McNeil family. 

Byl871, however, a house and two stables had been constructed on the 
property, and Hugh J. McNeil (age 28) and his mother and brother Roderick 
are listed occupants. The 1878 York atlas records that the house was 
sitated on the north boundary of the property next to the lakeshore road, 
approximately centred east to west (see map 3). Hugh J. McNeil 
mortgaged the land to buy his brother's interest in 1880, and seerns to have 
continually remortgaged it until 1901 when he defaulted on payments. By 
1903 his creditor had turned it over to a collections agent who quickly sold 
it to the Crown to become a part of the Mimico Lunatic Asylum. 

It is interesting to note that, with the exception of the barns on both 
properties that appear to have been used for a short while, none of the 
buildings on either Lot 5 or Lot 6 Broken Front appear at all in the records 
of the site. Presumably, they were dernolised when the site was acquired. 
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THE ORIGINS OF THE MIMICO ASYLUM 

a) Early Accommodation of the Insane in Ontario 

Until the nineteenth century, insanity was considered to be ."the mark of 
the Devil or God's judgment on the unrighteous". During the earliest days 
o.f Upper Canada, the mildly insane were housed in an informal way by 
their families or religious institutions, while those considered to be a 
menace to society were confined in prisons. In 1839, the colonial 
government passed the "Bill for the Establishment of the Upper Canada 
Lunatic Asylum", accepting care of the insane as a public responsibility. 
Concurrent with this came a growing acceptance of insanity as a form of 
medical disease. 

\Vhen permanent quarters were built for the first Ontario Asylum in 
Toronto in 1850, the architect John Howard travelled through the United 
States in search of the proper requirements for a suitable structure. He 
e,ncountered Dr. Thomas Kirkbride, a Philadelphia physician who 1ater 
published a series of 26 propositions On the Construction, Organization, 
and General Management for Hospitals for the Insane. Kirkbride's 
propositions were used as a basis for the construction of most hospitals for 
the insane in both Canada and the United States in the mid nineteenth 
century. Certainly, they provided the philosophy upon which Ontario's first 
asylums were built in Toronto (1850), London (1870), and Hamilton (1876). 
As Henry Hurd described them, they espoused the design of large single 
building hospitals with the following prerequisites: 

... an administration building of somewhat more commanding and 
imposing architecture than the wings which was to be used for 
offices, store-rooms and kitchen as well as for a residence for the 
superintendent and med~cal officers. On either side of the 
administration building were wings, ... each wing to be occupied by 
one of the sexes ... (Separate) wings ... were arranged for the care of 
different classes of patients ... Each ward was complete in itself, 
that is, each possessed a bath-room, water-closets, clothes-room, 
dining room, etc .... it was possible to supply food from a central 
kitchen. 

\Vhile hospitals built according to the Kirkbride plan in Ontario met with 
varying degrees of success, their major problem was overcrowding. As 
early as 1859 the Toronto hospital began to establish branches to 
accommodate its overflow. At first, these were tern porary, buildings 
designed for other purposes, intended to accornmodate patients until 
permanent facilities could be built, Fort Malden (1859) and Orillia (1861). 
For the first time in the late 1880s, the Toronto Asylum built what was 
intended to be a perrnanent branch hospital, the Mimico Branch Asylum. 

b) Establishment of the Mimico Asylum 

The need for this branch hospital was more pressing than patient 
accommodation alone. Its construction was prompted by increasing 
urbanization in the area of the Toronto Asylum, urbanization that had 
eroded the early 200 acre plot to 32 acres. It was no longer possible to 
accornmodate the asylum farming operations which were not only thought 
to provide therapy to patients through physical labour, but which also 
provided considerable alleviation to the public purse by supplying the 
equivalent of $6,400 per annum of institutional food at minimum cost. 
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Clearly, it was necessary to establish a farming operation nearby to fulfil 
these needs. They could be effectively combined with the requirement for 
additional accommodation by the establishment of a residential branch 
farm. 

- . 
Between 1850 and 1888 the medical profession accepted the "economy, 
humanity and wisdon" of separating different classes of patients. D.K. 
Clark, Medical Superintendent of the Toronto Hospital was a strong 
advocate of the philosophy. He believed "that the acute or curable and 
improvable and the chronic are mingled together to the great detriment of 
the former". The chronic, he argued, comprised a large proportion of any 
asylum's population, yet those who were tranquil did not require the 
expensive hospital facilities. Their condition could be stabilized if they 
were kept in tranquil surroundings where they coujld benefit from 
accommodations that were more home-like, constructed and furnished with 
special attention to daily use that permitted useful employment. Such 
accommodations were much less expensive to build. Over the years, many 
of the Kirkbride institutions had unwittingly built separate cottages near 
the main building to house from 20 to 300 chronic patients, because this 
group could most readily be separated from the main asylum facilities. 
Quiet chronics also comprised the majority of the unoccupied farm labour 
force; the branch farm would make an ideal chronic care institution. 

To this end, the Superintendent of the Toronto Asylum began lobbying for 
possession of the Mimico "Mode! Farm" property owned by the government. 
For years his efforts met with little success until in- 1885 the 
accommodation· situation became so desparate that the institution was 
forced to sign a five year lease for an annex to the Rockwood Asylum to 
temporarily house these patients. When the demand for quarters escalated 
further, the government approved the model farm for asylum use in 1887. 

The provincial Chief Architect's office under Kivas Tully was put to work 
immediately to design buildings for the new hospital. The concept Tully 
provided was arrived at in consultation with Dr. Clark, Superintendent of 
the Toronto Asylum. It was not based on the Kirkbride plan, but instead 
followed a new model, the cottage system conceived by Fred Wines of the 
Illinois Board of State Charities and first used in the design of the Kanakee 
State Hospital {c. 1880). Mr. Wines had "conceived the plan of reproducing 
on an ample tract of land the conditions of a: country village". At Kanakee 
this meant "a system of cottages grouped near the centre building, each 
accommodating a classification" of patients. 

In 1888, Edward M. Foster of the New York State Commission gave a more 
generalized and complete definition of the cottage system as: 

Groups of detached buildings, two stories in height, comprising an 
administration centre with offices and lodging rooms for officers, 
associated dormitories, congregate refectories or dining-halls, day 
rooms, amusement halls, work shops -- \Vhere weaving, spinning ... 
could be carried on -- a chapel, infirmaries, etc. Such as asylum 
could be built at a cost, not much exceeding $200 per bed ... The 
asylum should be situated upon a large tract of arable land \vhich 
would be farmed by inmates. 

Tully adopted the cottage systern because it provided comfortable, cost 
effective accommodation in an easily expandable format. Clark 
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recommended it because "it involves the idea of family or home 
community, and precludes the pernicious massing of a mixed population of 
insane" when the asylum, like all others became overcrowded in the future. 

T.he first plan Tully produced contained a separate central building for the 
medical staff containing their surgeries, reception rooms, dining rooms and 
apartments, and four cottages for patients. Two of these cottages were to 
be built immediately, with two others to follow. Each was to 
accommodate fifty patients in dormitories of "not more than eight beds, 
and in each cottage there should be at least ten single bedrooms for such 
patients as may become filthy in their habits, noisy at nights or 
temporarily dangerous". Cottages were to be two storeys high to permit 
"easy egress for the patients in case of fire", and designed for the "free 
admission of sunlight and air": each was to contain its own kitchen and 
dining facilities until the institution had grown large enough to 
accommodate a central kitchen. Originally, a boiler house and coal shed 
also formed part of the plan, while an administration building with a chapel 
and amusement room were intended to be added eventually. 

During the early months of 1888 this plan was scrutinized and revised by 
both Public Works and the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities. 
Among the first concerns raised by Public Works was the unsuitable nature 
of the Mimico "Model Farm" site for the construction of such a facility. 
As Kivas Tully wrote to the Inspector of asylums: 

... while the property at Mimico is ••• well situated for cultivation 
with asylum 1aboui:-, it is too low ard flat, no portion of it being 
desirable as a building site. Its distance from the lake front also 
makes it objectionable inasmuch as to secure an adequate water 
supply and good drainage a large expenditure would be involved, the 
distance being at least a mile and a half. 

For these reasons I consider it most necessary to suggest to the 
government the importance of acquiring a sufficient quantity of land, 
say 100 acres, near the lake shore where there is rising ground, and 
the soil a nice loam ..• 

Accordingly, the government purchased the 55 acre Goldthorpe property in 
the late spring of 1888 and exchanged for it a portion of the government 
farm. As a result, when the Mimico branch opened it farmed not only the 
Goldthorpe lands, but also a portion of the old government model farm 
described in institutional records as "the north farm". Operation of the 
Mimico Asylum began in the summer of 1888, when ten patients were sent 
to live on the north farm to begin agricultural operations. They moved into 
completed cottages on the lakeshore site in 1889. 

c) The Mimico Branch Asylum, 1890-1894 

When it opened officially in 1890, the facilities offered by the Mimico 
Branch Asylum far outstripped the initial plans. They included eight 
cottages and three general buildings described in late 1888 as follows: 

Each cottage forty by eighty feet with an addition, the whole two 
storeys in height and basement, will contain fifty patients, and wil-1 
be connected with the kitchen, laundry etc. in the central building by 
means of underground passages ... the upper portion forming walks 
connecting the several cottages with the central building. 
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The general ground plan is the shape of a parallelogram six hundred 
feet by four and fifty, the main, central and rear buildings being in 
the centre, four cottages being on the north side, and four on the 
south side, quite detailed, and surrounded by small plots of ground. 

The main building will afford accommodation for the resident 
physician and his attendants, matron, office reception room, etc. 

The central building will contain the kitchen, laundry, bakery, boiler 
house and apartments for female attendants. 

The rear building will be constructed for a coal vault and root cellars 
in the basement, and carpenter's, engineer's, and painter's shop on the 
ground floor. 

During the years it functioned as a branch of the Toronto hospital, the 
Mimico Asylum was expanded far beyond these facilities. By the time the 
period was over, the site contained two additional cottages, a driving 
house, an engineer's house, an entrance lodge, an engine house, a pavilion 
and a greenhouse. It remained a chronic care branch, but it had expanded 
to contain quiet and refractory patients as well. The institution had grown 
to house 582 patients, and "now practically operated as an independent 
unit". Dr. Clarke, who was still its nominal superintendent, strongly 
recommended it be made an independent hospital, treating all chronic care 
patients in the province. 

THE MIMICO ASYLUM 

Clarke's recommendations were ignored. In 1894, asylum districts in the 
province of Ontario were redistributed, and Mimico was assigned its own district 
from which to draw patients. This included the counties of Peel, Simcoe, 
Ontario, Victoria, Peterborough, and the Districts of Muskoka, Parry Sound, 
Nipissing, Algoma, Thunder Bay and Rainy River. The asylum was responsible 
for the care of patients with all types of mental disorders from these areas, 
signalling a major change in its orientation. It was, nevertheless assigned the 
role of a full hospital. The change was recognized in November of 1894 when it 
was accorded the status of a separate institution. 

Immediately thereafter, a house for the medical superintendent, an assembly 
hall, and a ladies' pavilion were built. Inl 910s a barn and paint shop followed. 
Major .. construction was not undertaken again until the 19 30s when a nurses' 
residence, a new laundry and a power house were completed. More facilities, the 
Services, Moorehouse and New Trades buildings were built in 1958, 1968 and 1974 
respectively. 

Site plans also . show a variety of small outbuildings not accounted for in any 
records. For the rnost part, these seem to have been utility buildings, probably 
built by the asylum carpenter without any plans. They include a number of 
garages and storage sheds, and a scales building located to the rear of the main 
complex. 

The asylum continued to grow, renovate and change according to the needs of 
the time. The evolutio,:1 of medical treatment for the insane during the period is 
fully reflected in the accommodations it offered, as are changes in construction 
technology, particularly as these changes reflect design for public safety. 
Mirrored, too, are government priorities in funding accommodations for the 

.. 
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insane. AU of these trends can be easily identified in the discussion of site 
components. 

Site Components 

Before beginning a detailed discussion of site components, it is interesting to 
note that the maj.ority of the buildings on the site were constructed using some 
form of patient labour. In the initial buildings, this involved digging and building 
the foundations and finishing the building interiors. Later, patients built entire 
buildings under the supervision of hospital carpenters or Department of Public 
\Vorks _staff. Construction contracts were let for building shells of the original 
structures, specialized jobs for most other buildings and for the majority of the 
work on the last two structures. The Department of Public Works was 
responsible for all designs. This also seems to have been the pattern followed as 
renovations occurred. 

Grounds 
! 

The grounds of the Mimico Asylum were carefully landscaped and maintained by 
patient labour under the direction of a gardener during the entire period of 
hospital occupation. Trees, flowers . and shrubs were carefully planted; the 
location and nature of roads, walks and bridges well directed and the land and its 
water·ways patiently sculpted to fit the desired shape. The pavilion and gazebo 
that remain today were built features of the landscape. The whole exercise was 
thoughtfully planned to create an avenue of trees, graceful park areas, and 
optimum lake vistas. All of the activity is well documented; undoubtedly the 
grounds remaining constitute an historic landscape resource of some 
consequence. 

Both the labour involved and the tranquility of the parklike setting were thought 
to provide excellent therapy to patients. As the Superintendent commented in 
his 1911 report: 

groups of patients ... were permitted to enjoy freedom of the grounds and 
the privilege of living out of doors under the trees. That so much comfort 
could be experienced by so large a number of patients has been of course 
the attainment of a most desirable object, but along with that comfort 
another very great end was attained, namely the more universal quiet and 
composure among the patients. 

The grounds also included a garden and orchard on the west that was expanded 
when Lot 6 was purchased; this was used to provide food for the hospital. 

The D~partment of Public \Vorks designed cemeteries for the hospital in 1891 
and 1945. These may have been located off the site, for they are not marked on 
any site plan reviewed. 

As the original description of the complex notes, the cottages and administration 
buildings have been joined by a series of tunnels or subways designed to provide 
easy cornmunication between the buildings on the site. 

A wharf and sea wall also cornprised part of the early complex, as did a stone 
gate and front wall. In 1939, the original stone gate was replaced with a brick 
one. 
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Main or Administration Building, 1890 (B 12360) 

The original configuration and use of the main building is described previously. 
As the major administration building of the complex, it is the most prominent 
building on the site. It is reached by a treed avenue, and fronted by a circular 
road. Visually, its main facade is flanked by the earliest cottages on the site, l, 
2, A aDd B -- quit~ reminiscent of the Kirkbride plan but in detached form. It 
was clearly always meant to appear as the central piece of institutional 
architecture . . 

In design the building was Romanesque, dominated by a large, ornate central 
tower that terminated in a heavy arch serving to· enlarge and emphasize the 
entrance. Since the design of the building is clearly dependent upon the tower 
and the entrance as its major features, it is unfortunate that the extra storey 
and peaked hood are now entirely missing from the tower and the main door, so 
precisely framed and focused by the arch, has been unsympathetically altered by 
the use of an aluminum and glass creation that does not even respect the original 
outline! of the doorway. 

Alterations to the bulding in 1946 and 1949 to provide separate consultation 
offices for medical staff and alter office facilities inside the front entrance 
respectively are similarly unsympathetic. 

The building has always served the doctors, nurses and administrators of the 
institution by providing accommodation for their activities; this has included 
offices, laboratories and, from 1910 to 1932, the nursing school. 

Cottages, 1889-1892 (812365, 812366, B12367, B12368, B12376, 812377, B12378, 
812379) 

Cottages were grouped for patient accommodation, on the north and south side 
of the Administration or Main building. Fernales were placed in numbered 
cottages to the south; males in lettered cottages to the north. In each case the 
identifiers commence next to the Administration Building, so that Cottages 1 
and 2 (now joined) and Cottages A and B (also joined) have facades that flank the 
Administration Building, while Cottages 3, 4, 5 face south, and Cottages C, D, E 
face north. 

In 1889 two of the front cottages were completed (probably A and B). Two more 
were completed the following year (probably 1 and 2). An extra portion was 
added to the rear wing on the top storey of these cottages to increase .the 
accommodation they offered. By 1891 eight cottages had been completed, all 
similar to the first two. All accommodated quiet chronics in a combination of 
ward and private accommodations. 

In 1892 two refractory cottages were added to 
disturbed class of chronics (Cottages E and 5). 
bedrooms "for such should always be the 
accommodation for this class". 

the hospital for care of the 
These contained only single 

case in supplying sleeping 

Today, most of the cottages have a similar exterior appearance. All are pitched 
roof, end and central gabled brick structures with a central entrance. The 
cottages to the north are two and half storeys with finished attic space with 
dormers while those to the south have unfinished attics but utilize a full high 
basement almost at grade for a third level of accornmodation. In design, they 
are very similar to rnan y turn of the century institutional buildings. They are all 
buHt of red brick that originally came from Harnilton, but for later additions was 
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obtained from the government brick works at Mimico. All cottages once had 
slate roofs. As well the cottages originally had one storey wooden verandahs 
across the front elevation; these were becoming dilapidated by the early 1920s 
and were subsequently removed. Only Cottage 5 now has a brick porch. 

Two storey sunroom wings used initially as lounge areas and later as extra 
patient accommodation were added to the cottages in the late 1920s and early 
19 30s. Somewhat later, cottages A and B and 1 and 2 respectively, were linked 
together by a central block. 

Over the years, alterations were made to heating and electrical systems to 
reduce the fire hazard. At one point the interior of Cottage 2 was completely 
rebuilt because of fire. Alterations were made, too, to install new methods of 
treatment like the Gegenstrom bathing apparatus introduced to all but the 
refractory buildings in 1902-1904. While generally speaking, all of the buildings 
continued to be used for their original purposes, some have special histories. 
Cottage 3 was set aside for the care of tubercular patients in the 1920s; Cottage 
2 became a reception area for patients in 1939; and Cottage 5 was later run as a 
clinic for children. 

Throughout their histories, these cottages were overcrowded, but maintained to 
the highest degree possible. They were clearly 

. 
among the better 

accommodations offered psychiatric patients in their time. 

Centre/Service Building, 1890-19.58, (812374) 

The original layout of the centre building is described previously. It was 
modified in minor ways to accommodate revised kitchen facilities and storage 
areas until 1958 when it was substantially gutted and absorbed in additional 
construction to comprise a new kitchen and service building. A description of 
the activity follows: 

A one storey portion of the old structure was demolished to first floor 
level; a two and three-storey section was reduced to second floor level, and 
a one-storey structure approximately 100 feet by 200 feet is under 
construction to provide a new kitchen. 

None of its original integrity remains. 

Rear Building, 1890 (moved, now B12369) 

A 1936 site plan shows this was located directly behind the Centre Building, on 
the site now occupied by the New Trades Building. Original plans show it looked 
very much like the present root house (see below), but in 1920 an addition with a 
fire tower were added to it. 

Engineer's house/Pumping House (Lake House), 1891 (812382) 

In 1890 plans were prepared for an engineer's house. It was constructed in 1891 
with John Damp as the contractor. In design it had a decidedly classical bent, 
with a· peaked central "pavilion" complete with oriole window and portico, 
flanked by small wings. The portico faced the ravine, emphasizing the seclusion 
of the building's location. It is highly likely that the building served initially as 
the pumping house with residential quarters for the engineer. With the 
construction of a separate pumping house in 1912, this building was modified to 
house various members of the staff over the years. Its last resident was a 
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doctor. After that, the interior was modified for use as school and for industiral 
therapy. 

Driving/Carriage House/Garage, 1892 (B12373) 

In 1891, the firm of J. &. E. Dickenson was contracted to build a driving shed and 
carriage house to .replace the original barn on the Goldthorpe farm (which was 
then demolished). As it was completed in 1892, the building was a two storey 
brick peaked roofed structure with an ornamental gable. The original plans show 
it housed a stable on the north and a carriage house in the centre and a driving 
shed on the south. In 1930 it was altered to accommodate vehicles rather than 
horses. The interior received a cement floor and was divided into three sections 
with concrete partitions. It remains in that configuration today. 

Root House, 1890 (812369) 

Records indicate that a root house was built in 1893, but plans for it do not exist. 
It was !built to assist the gardener in storing vegetables and working equipment; 
although for the early part of its life, it appears to have been used for coal 
storage. Through use of the food storage facilities provided by the root house, 
the asylum supplied most of its vegetables year round. Contractor John 
Hanrahan built some of the original root house, the rest was patient labour. 

It is believed that this early root house was demolished and that the current root 
house is indeed the former Rear Building, without its later additions, moved to 
its present site at the time of the construction of the New Trades Building. This 
impression was confirmed by a former hospital employee during a site tour in 
February 1986. , 

Greenhouse, 1893 (B12363) 

No original plans for the building exist, although it seems to have been built 
along with the root house under a general contract with John 1-lanrahan for the 
construction of agricultural buildings. The building has a low central gable, and 
double glass "houses" in the rear. It is surrounded by a garden, and does not 
appear to have been altered substantially. The greenhouse too was constructed 
as an adjunct to farm and grounds operations, viewed as a necessity for 
therapeutic patient labour. 

Engine House, 1893 (demolished) 

The location of the early engine house is uncertain. It may have been on the Lot 
5 side of the road right by the lake and the engineer's residence. It may be the 
building later used as a boathouse. _ 

Gate House, 1893 (812364) 

\Vhen it was built, this building was called the entrance lodge. It was built by 
\Villiam Clarke of Toronto, together with patient labour. No plans for it have 
survived, although its original configuration as a fairly standard two bedroorn 
dwelling of the day is still evident. Much of the original interior is still intact. 
In 1909 it received an addition described as providing "a new kitchen, pantry, 
bedroom, clothes closets, and bathroom. The cellar was also enlarged and 
remodelled and a new hot-air furnace placed in it". The gardener seems to have 
occupied the building through much of its early life; later the assistant medical 
superintendent lived in it. 
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PaviliQn, pre 1893 or 1896 (B12383) 

The graceful pavilion by the lake has not been altered extensively. Certainly it 
forms a part of the landscape features of the site. Department of Health reports 
describe a pavilion as existing in 1893, requesting a second be built. One was 
duly constructed as the "Ladies' Pavilion" in 1896 according to Department of 
Public_ Works plans. Since the current pavilion is the one for which Department 
Public Works plans still exist, it is probable the current pavilion was built in 
1896. . The gazebo that was formerly by the lake may have been the other 
pavilion. 

Medical Superintendent's Residence (Cumberland House), 1895 (B1237.5) 

This building is an important symbol of the cottage system's influence on the 
design of mental institutions. Under the Kirkbride plan, the superintendent sat 
like a king in the central pavilion and presided over the establishrnent; much 
criticism of this phenomenon exists. At the Mimico Asylum, the Superintendent 
was alyJays intended to eventually have a separate residence. Plans for it were 
prepared early in the complex's history, although they were revised to enhance 
the stature of the building when the institution became a separate hospital the 
year before this residence was built. 

The residence itself is an impressive Queen Anne structure, with delighful 
gingerbread and a tower. It was entirely built by institutiohal labour. In the 
1960s it was renovated for use as a day and night care centre, then a school for 
patients. Recently it has been syrnpathetically renovated by the Jean Tweed 
Foundation. 

,. 

Assembly Hall, 1897 (B12361) 
I 

The . design of the assembly hall is well proportioned, but slightly awkard as the 
exterior seems to lack an articulated orientation. It was, nevertheless, part of 
the original site conception, and it formed an essential part of the hospital. A 
major orientation in the care of the chronic seems to have been to keep the 
patients occupied, and this building was used as the location for exercise, plays 
and other amusements as well as a chapel and a work area. The assernbly hall 
had rather an interesting design, with a stage a one end and a chancel at the 
other; there was no permanent seating, so the room could serve easily for a 
variety of functions. 

The main floor of the building served as a '~storehouse, with ample storerooms, 
store keeper's office, boiler room and coal vaults, etc.". The second storey 
auditorium was reached by four separate staircases, all of which led to entrance 
doors. 

During the 19 50s the building was fireproofed. Steel stairs were added, and the 
auditorium was re-equipped. "This necessitated re-planning and rearrangement 
of the ground floor, installing a new Beauty Parlour and Occupational Therapy 
quarters, modern equipment and improvements in refrigeration and space 
facilities." The exterior of the building remained unchanged. 

Barn, 1908 (demolished) 

In 1908 a new barn was built away from the complex on the extreme north edge 
of the McNeil property. It was not survived. 
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Paint Shop, 1917 (B 12370) 

This small, utilitarian building was constructed to serve as a paint shop for the 
institution's painter who had been accommodated to that point in the rear 
building. No plans for it exist. It was apparently later used as a garage. The 
interior contains an interesting mural. 

- . 
Nurses' Residence, 1931 (B12362) 

Although it was constructed much later, this building is sympathetic in design 
and materials to the hospital cottages constructed much earlier. Although a 
school for nurses' training had existed in the hospital since 1910 as part of the 
Department of t-lealth's policy to reduce the problem of finding adequately 
trained psychiatric nurses, there was no special facility for this purpose until the 
Nurses' . Residence was built. Instead, the nurses were housed in the 
Administration Building. 

The Nµrses' Residence was built by H.N. Dancy and Sons under contract. Like 
early buildings, it foundations were prepared by hospital labour. \Vhen it was 
built it was: 

123 by 40 feet and will accommodate sixty-three nurses with separate 
quarters for night nurses and for sick nurses. Reception and common 
rooms and special apartments for the supervising staff, also lecture and 
demonstration rooms are provided. 

It was raised to accommodate an extra storey in the rear in 1934. Two years 
later wing additions were made. There is a building foundation just north of the 
Nurses' Residence. This may have been intended for the Patient's New Building 
for which a foundation was built in 1934. It was never completed. 

Laundry Building, 1931 (B12372) 

\Vith its large glassed areas and flat roof, this building is a typical utilitarian 
building of the 1930s. It was built to accommodate new laundry equipment for 
the complex, and replaced the original laundry facility in the central building. 
Herrod Construction of ~Aimico was the general contractor for the project, with 
custom plumbing and electrical contracts to other specialty firms. As built the 
structure was: 

119 feet by 7 5 feet, one storey in height \Vith basement in one portion, 
containing the heating equipment, water softener, etc. The laundry is 
modern in every way with new modern machinery, is well lighted and well 
equipped for the comfort of the workers. • 

Power House, 1937 (B12381) 

Replacement of this facility was consistent with the Department of Public 
Works' contemporary campaign to reduce fire hazards in the complex. As the 
1937 Annual Report cornments, "The new building replaces an obsolete congested 
boiler room Onthe centre of the complex) and is placed some distance south west 
of the Institution and connected to it by a heating trench." It is a very typical 
industr~al building of its period. • 
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\Vashrooms, 1937 (812384) 

The Department of Public \Vorks report in 1937 includes the information that 
washrooms were added to the site to accommodate visitors. These may be the 
small utilitarian buildings located along the road to t~e power house as they do 
not appear in the 19 36 site plan. 

. . 
The Asylum and Its Host Community, Etobicoke 

The Mimico Asylum is by no rneans an early building in Etobicoke. Settlement in 
the area began around 1800, and by 1871 the census indicates the community \Vas 

already well established. It contained primary industries such as brick factories, 
flouring mills and saw mills, but its preoccupation was agriculture. "It is 
regarded as one of the best agricultural townships in the Province", stated the 
Illustrated Historical Atlas of the County of York in 1878, and it was located on 
the periphery of Toronto, the largest urban market available for its products. 
The introduction of a major health care institution like the Mimico Asylum into 
the pr.osperous farming area must have been somewhat of a novelty. The 
community seems to have welcomed the attention and the employment potential 
it brought. 

This attitude has continued to today. When the asylum was closed in 1979 the 
community of Etobicoke was a major advocate for its continued operation. \Vhen 
it became clear that this would not be a part of its future, the community 
developed a plan for the adaptive use of the facilities. This remains under active 
consideration today; meanwhile community groups continue to advocate 
·retention of the buildings. The site obviously has a high local significance. 

Conclusion 

Lakeshore Psychiatric was the first hospital in Ontario to adopt the modified 
cottage plan, a philosophy that was employed with modifications in later 
provincial asylums at Orillia (1891), Brockville (1894), \Voodstock (1906) and 
Whitby (1912). In addition, Lakeshore Psychiatric is the first branch asylum in 
Ontario to have been built specifically for patient accornmodation. 
Furthermore, because of its peculiar original association with the Toronto 
Asylum, it is the first institution in the province especially designed for the 
accommodation for the incurably insane. 

The majority of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital complex was designed under 
Kivas Tully, Ontario's first Chief Architect, and one of the major arhitects of 
the period. Primary documentation records Tully was considerably invtJlved in 
the negotiations and prt?ject specifications and probably was personally 
responsible for the design conception of the original site. There is much to 
suggest he was intrigued by the dirnensions of the problem, and adopted the 
Mimico Asylum as a pet project. Certainly, the Asylum had little· difficulty 
obtaining required facilities while he was Chief Architect. Iiis suggestions for . 
necessary changes met with a ready acceptance that did not characterize those 
of his medical collaborators. 'Yhen he left in 1897, new construction virtually 
ceased. 

As the individual component analysis of the site above shows, the site is still 
com prised mainly of structures pre-dating the early l 900s; rnoreover, the 
majority of the buildings in the cornplex continue to display most of their 
original architectural features. \Vhile many of these buildings are of individual 
heritage value, their primary importance lies in their design and disposition as an 
integrated cornplex. 
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The collection of buildings is enhanced by carefully landscaped grounds devised 
to create a treed entrance avenue, graceful park areas and optimum views of the 
lake. The pavilion and gazebo that remain formed part of the setting. 

Undouhtedly the buildings and grounds of the farmer Lakeshore Psychiatric 
Hospital constitute an historic resource of some consequence • 

• 
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• LAKESHORE PLANNING STUDY 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital site is one of the 
few remaining, publicly-owned, undeveloped waterfront 
properties in Metropolitan Toronto. The property is 63o5 
acres in area and contains 26 buildings, many of which have 
been identified as having heritage significance. Since the 
closure of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital in 1979, the 
buildings and grounds have been used for many purposes: 
out-patient services, alcoholic treatment centre, film 
production, training grounds for Metro Toronto's "SWAT" 
team. Over the years residents of the Lakeshore area have 
used the hospital site informally as a park. All these 
considerations combine to make this a very valuable parcel of 
land to the province of Ontario, the city of Etobicoke and 
the Lakeshore area residents. 

This study was commissioned by the Ministry of 
Government Services in conjunction with the city of 
Etobicoke. The property and buildings are owned by the 
province of Ontario, and managed by the Ministry of 
Government Services on behalf of the province. The 
consulting firms of Peter Bar~~rd Associates, management 
consultants, and A. J. Diamond Planners Ltd., architects and 
urban planners, were hired to develop a land reuse strategy 
which would reflect market conditions, the site's physical 
and historic attributes and the objectives of interested 
parties. This study represents a major step toward deciding 
the future of the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital land and 
buildings. 

GOALS OF THE STUDY 

The process for evaluating future use options for the 
hospital property has been based on four keys goals. 

1. Determine Amount of Land to be Transferred to 
MTRCA. The Metro Toronto Regional Conservation 
Authority (MTRCA) has identified the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital site as part of its 5-Year 
Acquisition Plan. Originally the acquisition was to 
involve the entire Lakeshore site, but it was 
decided that this allotment should be reassessed to 
determine the most appropriate amount of land to be 
transferred. 

. .. I 2 
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2. Assess the Existing Attributes of the Site. A 
second goal of the study was to understand the 
opportunities and constraints of the Lakeshore 
Psychiatric Hospital site in order to assess the 
optimum future use. Therefore an analysis of the 
existing buildings and of the physical terrain was 
conducted. A technical evaluation was made of the 
structural integrity and heritage value of the 
buildings. 

Similarly, to understand the opportunities and 
constraints posed by the terrain, environmental 
engineers analyzed the physical attributes of the 
grounds, including the type of soil, the site 
drainage, and the depth of the water table on the 
hospital property. This was an essential part of 
the study as these grounds had previously been 
classified as hazard land. 

3. Understand the Various · rnterest Groups. A key 
factor in the study was input from the community to 
understand the viewpoints of the many interest 
groups. This understanding was assisted by the 
scheduling of public meetings and workshops, as well 
as the receipt of written submissions from 
individuals and organizations. 

4. Identify Viable Reuse Concepts. From the 
understanding of the attributes of the property and 
the viewpoints of the various interest groups, the 
consultants developed decision criteria to assist in 
the assessment of the opportunities and constraints 
facing the future of this property. This resulted 
in the identification of a long list of reuse ideas, 
which were screened and categorized into concepts. 

OPPORTUNITIES AND~ CONSTRAINTS 

An assessment of the opportunities and constraints 
facing the Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital property was part 
of the basis for the development of future reuse strategies 
for this site. In undertaking this analysis it was necessary 
to assess both the macro and micro influences on the 
property. The macro aspects of the analysis included an 
assessment of the location of the site within Metro Toronto 
and a market synopsis. The microanalysis highlighted the 
evaluation of the buildings and terrain, the heritage 
assessment of the property, the existing uses of the site, 
and the concerns of various interested parties. 
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The study assessed both the attributes of the property 
and the concerns of the people interested in the propertyo 
Key conclusions include: 

o • Evaluation of buildings and terrain was positive. 
For buildings that have been around since the turn 
of the century, ~hey are in remarkably good 
condition. There has been some deterioration but as 
yet not enough to affect the renovation potential of 
the buildings. Depending on the new use, it is 
likely that renovation would not be significantly 
more expensive than rebuilding. 

An analysis of the terrain showed a high water 
table, poor drainage at times, but the land should 
not restrict development on the siteo 

o Heritage assessment recommended some buildings be 
retained. As a major input to this study, a 
heritage analysis was undertaken by the Ministry of 
Citizenship and Culture. The results of this study 
indicated that the concept of the "farm hospital" 
was revolutionary for the time and worth 
preserving. The individual buildings were of lesser 
significance than the groupings of buildings . 

. However, it did recommend that the quadrangle of 
residences and the administrative buildings, the 
Cumberland -House, the Gatehouse, and the pavilion be 
identified as heritage properties. 

o Existing users on site may constrain future 
development. The site is currently used by 
ex-psychiatric patients, a number of other social 
services, and film production companies. The 
psychiatric outpatient services and social services 
seem to be well suited to the property having 
achieved community acceptance. This type of service 
has been on the hospital property since its 
inception at the turn of the century. 

The Jean Tweed Centre has made a substantial 
financial investment in upgrading the Cumberland 
House and currently has a lease from the Ministry of 
Government Services. 
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This site also offers resources unique in Ontario 
appropriate for use by the film community. The film 
companies currently on this site and the Ontario 
Film Development Corporation are very concerned 
about maintaining accessibility to the site for 
future film use. 

These existing -users are not necessarily compatible 
with some future users of the property. Therefore, 
reuse concepts must be compatible with these users 
or consider moving them to alternative locations. 

Interested parties' concerns must be considered for 
ultimate acceptance of reuse strategies. There are 
a number of groups who have a vested interest in 
this sitec 

- The province of Ontario 
- The city of Etobicoke 
- MTRCA 
- The existing users 
- The Lakeshore residents 
- The Lakeshore merchants . . 

The province is looking to identify the most 
beneficial uses for the property both in terms of 
economic growth in the province and a financial 
return from the property. The city is interested 
serving the residents and in revitalizing the 
Lakeshore area. MTRCA would like to keep a 
substantial portion of the property as parkland. 

The existing users in most cases would prefer to 
stay on the property. The local resident ~ want 
access to the site, many would like to see housing 
developed here as well as parkland. The task of 
this study was to integrate all these concerns as 
well as the opportunities and constraints into a 
number of future use strategies which would be of 
most benefit to all involved. 

. 
l n 

KEY CONCLUSIONS 

Several viable reuse concepts resulted from this eight 
month study. In total, eight alternative concepts were 
developed as potential future uses for this site. 
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Concept 1 - Status Quo Concept. This concept involves 
leaving the property essentially statico The buildings 
housing existing services would require some 
weatherproofing to protect them from future 
deterioration. The heating system currently in use 
would need to be replaced with something more cost 
efficient. Apart from these capital expenses, the 
property would remain much as it is now. It is assumed 
that no land would be transferred to MTRCA under this 

• scenario. 

Concept 2 - High Density Residential Concept. In 
concepts 2 through 7, it is assumed that institutional 
uses wi 11 stay on the site. and be housed in a new 
building in the northeast corner of the propertyo It is 
also assumed that 24.6 acres of the site would be 
transferred to MTRCA for their parkland acquisition 
program. (See Exhibit 1) 

In concept 2, seven storey apartment complexes would be 
developed along the west and northerly boundaries of the 
property allowing for 648 new residential units. The 
quadrangle of buildings, including the former patient 
cottages and administrative building, would be renovated 
into 171 apartment units. A grand total of 819 units. 

Concept 3 - Medium Density Residential Concept. Similar 
to the previous concept, this _ reuse strategy i nvo 1 ves 
developing a number of parcels of land into residential 
accommodation. In this scenario, however, the 
residential accommodation takes the form of both 
townhouses (67. units) and apartment units (459 units). 
A grand total of 526 units. (See Exhibit 1) 

Concept 4 - Low Density Residential Concept. The low 
density concept restricts all new building development 
to three storey townhouses (121 units), except the 
historic quadrangle of buildings, which is renovated 
into 171 apartment units. A grand total of 292 units. 
(See Exhibit 2) 
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Concept 5 - Major Film Uses and Residential Concept. In 
this scenario the entire quadrangle of historical 
buildings is dedicated to film use. These uses would 
include post-production facilities, dressing rooms, 
office space and three major sound stages to be 
constructed in the centre of the quadrangle. The 
remainder of the site would be developed into 
residential dwellings including 67 townhouses and 288 
apartment units. A grand total of 355 units. (See 
Exhibit 2) 

Concept 6 - Minor Film Uses and Residential Concept. 
Similar to the previous concept, half of the quadrangle 
in this scenario would be developed for film uses. The 
remainder of the quadrangle would be turned into a 
seniors' residence. As above, the remaining developable 
land would be a mixture of townhouses and apartments 
(355 units). (See Exhibit 3) 

Concept 7 - Minor Film Uses Plus Conference Centre and 
Residential Concept. Similar to the scenario in Concept 
6, half of the quadrangle would be used for film and the 
remainder of the quadrangle would be developed as a 
conference centre, and residential development. 

Concept 8 - Transfer All Land Except Historic Quadrangle 
to MTRCA Concept. This concept would involve upgrading 
the quadrangle and keeping the existing services 
currently on site. It also would allow for the 
continuation of film production on the property. The 
remainder of the site would be transferred to MTRCA for 
their use as parkland in their acquisition program. 

Mixed Use Reflects Goals 

Resulting 
constraints, a 
initial goals. 
respond to the 
site should be 

from the analysis of the opportunities and 
mixed use strategy responds best to the 

To honour the agreement with the MTRCA and to 
communities' strong concern, a portion of the 
maintained as parkland. 

Another component of this mixed use strategy should be 
to allow the existing institutional users to remain on the 
site. Previous attempts to - relocate these outpatient 
services elsewhere in the community met with strong 
opposition. However, the community seems satisfied with the 
existing arrangement of offering these services from the 
Lakeshore Hospital. As long as these conditions continued, 
this is probably the best location for these users. Any 
final decisions on the future of these provincial programs 
and their locations will be the responsibility of their 
parent ministries. 
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Heritage Significance Should Be Recognized in Future Uses 

The quadrangle of cottages and administrative buildings 
should be retained and renovated into new uses. In addition, 
the Cumberland House, which has been used as the Jean Tweed 
Centre for the last few years, should also be maintained. 
Any future developments on the hospital grounds should 
incorporate the heritage value of the property and the 
historical significance of this former "hospital-farming 
community"., (See Exhibit 3) 

IMPLEMENTING FUTURE USES 

Regardless of the ultimate future use selected, certain 
short term steps and general guidelines will facilitate the 
p 1 anni ng and execution of this implement a't ion phase o 

A Number of Short Term Will Advance Implementation Program 

These steps address issues important to the interested 
parties which have surfaced during the studyo In recognizing 
these issues as part of the due process of implementation, we 
feel that acceptance of the reuse strategy decision will be 
facilitated. Seven short term measures are recommended. 

1. Communicate findings to public. Present a precis of 
the report at a public meeting to inform the public 
of potential opportunities and solicit comments. 

2. Decide on MTRCA parkland allotment . Respond to the 
Metro Toronto Regional Conservation Authority's 
request and decide what the extent of the Ministry 
of Government Services' contribution of land will be. 

3. Decide on most appropriate future use strategy. 
Prior to assessing the most appropriate strategy, a 
decision as to whether to continue to offer 
psychiatric services on the hospital site must be 
made. This being resolved, the most compatible and 
appropriate reuse strategy can then be chosen. 

4. Protect buildings. Steps should be taken to secure 
the facilities and to encourage increased police 
patrol as a means of discouraging vandalism on the 
property. 
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So Map out timing and phasingo After resolving the 
issues of whether to allow existing users to remain 
on the site and whether to mothball specific 
buildings, a preferred phasing for the development 
of future uses should be considered. 

60 Review and revise official plano Based on the 
future use strategy decision, applications for 
appropriate rezoning should be made to the municipal 
authoritieso 

7e Issue proposal callo To identify serious developer 
interest for the preferred concepts, a proposal call 
should be issuedo 

Some General Guidelines Will Promote Future Use Strategy 

The local residents and neighbouring landowners can 
enhance the development of future activities on the hospital 
property if they are involved in the implementation process. 

The Lakeshore Psychiatric Hospital site is a valuable 
parcel of land to the residents in the Lakeshore area as it 
has the potential for increasing prestige and quality of life 
in South Etobicoke. It is important therefore, to keep the 
residents informed of the status and direction of future 
activities on the property. 

An opportunity to further involve Lakeshore residents in 
the future of the site can be optimized by inviting 
interested parties to submit proposals for undertaking some 
of the future usese 

The neighbouring landowners, Metro Public Works and 
Humber College, who own the properties to the west of Kipling 
Avenue have important roles to play in attaining a compatible 
and high qua1ity level of future development. Public 
enjoyment and the quality of development will be enhanced by 
cooperation and collaboration among the principal landowners. 
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